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Dedicated

Albert "John" Franz

John Franz
Dedicated Public Servant & Devoted Member
of

the Dorchester Community
Selectman ~ 1978 - 1987
Selectman ~ 2002 - 2010
Planning Board ~ 1994 - 1995

{

John's willingness to share his expertise regarding fiscal
matters as well as his talents as a craftsman

have been

invaluable to the Dorchester Community

SELECTMEN’S REPORT
2010
As we enter the year 2011 and reflect on the past,
there is no hesitation that we are truly blessed to be able to
call Dorchester our home. Dorchester is a small piece of our
world that is full of serenity, natural beauty, history and the
triumphs

of Mother

Nature.

However,

let there

be

no

uncertainty, that with all the beauty of small town living, there
is nO immunity from the real challenges of the outside world.
There is no qualm that the driving factor in 2010 was our
country’s and state’s economic stress. The fear of the
unknown was an emotional strain on each and every one of
us.
In the broad-spectrum, the financial plan for our Town
was to work within our means. Yet, the select board fully
recognized that we needed to proceed aggressively, out of the
box, and appropriate outside sources of revenue. Plain and
simple: our two basic priorities were our residents’ public
safety and the condition of our roads. Looming close behind
are the conditions of our Town buildings. The Town Hall
needs updating and thermal renovation to cut the cost of
operation. Our Town Office is falling apart. If we want to
offer efficient and more accessible town services it is either
necessary to build a new Town office or renovate the existing
building. The same holds true in regards to our Town School
house. The school house is in poor condition and in need of
renovation to avoid condemnation. Our Town garage is non
existent. There is no shelter for Town equipment or a suitable
stable to make repairs. No water supply or rest room facilities
exist. Besides our buildings, our wage compensation for all
Town workers is below standard. Most work performed is not
properly compensated, if compensated at all. Proper insurance
coverage to adequately cover the Town and its residents is
under review. With all these questions and ongoing conditions

in hand, our Town moved
organizational changes.

forward and completed various

Orgarizationally, in March of 2010, the Town elected

Sherman Hallock to the Select Board. We welcome him and
the experience he brings. With the new Board member also
came the changing of the leadership of the Board. Select
Board member, Arthur Burdette was designated to serve as
Chairperson and John Franz as Vice-Chairperson.
We needed to address some issues with our Historic
District Commission. Sandy Green accepted the chair position
of the new commission. Sandy’s leadership and the new
commission members are working diligently to move our
historic district ahead and continue the work of our prior
commission. In other Town business, our treasurer, Brian
Howe, introduced a new and improved software accounting
system. The new software now allows the Board to closely
monitor our financial pattern. Brian has accepted a prominent
role in monitoring and safeguarding our Town’s financial
sustainability.
The need to have our town office personnel more
available to our residents was recognized. As a result, our
Town Secretary was scheduled to work similar hours along
with our Town Clerk on Wednesdays to offer more
accessibility. There still remains the need to improve the
condition of our Town office. When the time comes that we,

as a Town, can provide the proper accommodations, the board
will be in a position to have all Town records located in one
Town facility and schedule personnel accordingly. Along with
organizational needs came the requirement to improve basic
management practices.
These management practices embarked upon by the
Board, although basic, have proven to be a daunting task.
- Many needs of the Town still need to be addressed. The
Board,

as an example,

has been

introducing

new

written

policies and procedures on an as-needed basis. Probably, the
most provocative of the policies is the policy addressing
af

liability. The liability or risk falls upon the Town and, in turn,
the Dorchester resident. How we manage that risk has been a
formidable challenge. This is not a popular topic, but the
select board is not willing to hand the Town residents a bill
for someone else’s negligence or mishap. The pursuit of a
viable liability policy is a work in progress. In recognizing the
need to protect the Town from liability damages, the need to
control the budget and examine our town spending was a
dominant project throughout 2010.
Our budget in 2010 contained a decrease in our
anticipated spending from 2009. The financial plan was
simple. Stay within our means and seek outside sources of
revenues.
The efforts of the management team were
exemplary in achieving that goal. The stress comes, however,
from not knowing what our revenue will be at the end of year.
Revenue is a moving target. Will the state cut more revenue to
the towns? The school tax, the county tax and the state tax
are always concerns when administering a Town budget. It is
almost impossible to make up the financial increase from
these other taxes by reciprocally cutting our Town budget. In
2010 the New Hampshire house, senate and governor
endorsed legislation that altered the Adequate Education
formula
that
penalizes
Dorchester
and
119
other
municipalities.
With this new formula Dorchester was given a smaller

share of the monies given to the school district by the state.
The additional burden of approximately $135,000 annually
has been forced upon us. This represents an increase on our
individual tax bill before any other school budget increase is
included. This law has resulted in a statewide coalition of
towns who were adversely impacted by this formula.
Dorchester representatives, Hallock, Franz and our Town
Treasurer, Brian Howe, attended coalition meetings to express
our concerns. Our new local legislators attended these
caucuses. Chairman Burdette and the board addressed State
Senator Jeannie Forrester, State representatives Miriski and
ne

Sova to deliver Dorchester’s position. As a result of a
combined
effort, our Dorchester
state legislators are
supporting legislation to remedy the impact of this formula.
We will see what 2011 brings. While working to defeat the
implementation of this formula, our Dorchester infrastructure
was still the focus in 2010.
For many
years, our infrastructure has _ been
maintained as reasonable as possible. Unfortunately, our roads
and all the components associated with the system have been
progressively deteriorating. In 2010, the Board opted to
establish a plan and aggressively begin rebuilding and
repairing our roads. By reengineering our management and
maintenance practices of our Highway department, we have
been
able to redirect vital expenditures.
We
have
aggressively, with some success, researched and applied for
grants to improve our roads. Along with seeking revenue and
reaching accomplishments that the Town has been attempting
to achieve for sometime now the Town made advances in the
area of public safety.
Our emergency management program has successfully
established a basis from which to build. The emergency plans,
the coordination with state and local health and emergency
services and the successful pursuit of monies by the
emergency management team has only enhanced public safety
in Dorchester. Besides public safety, the appearance and
appeal of our Town was addressed.
The Select Board introduced a policy of (for a lack of
a better word) “beautification”. Simply put: we asked each
and every resident and land owner to take responsibility for
their property within Dorchester. By taking steps to clean up
and present your property in an appealing way is a
representation of yourself and creates curb appeal for visitors
and residents alike. This is merely a suggestion and, in no
way should be construed as a demand. Curb appeal to suggest
and promote the Town as a desirable place to live. In

promoting out Town, it became apparent that our government
must set an example of good, ethical behavior.
The direction of the select board is to promote
transparency, develop a behavior of consistency and hold to
the principle
of good
governmental
ethics.
Ethics
encompasses many facets. Appearances and how we perceive
a situation in government often deserve a second look. In
2010 the Board started reviewing past practices and will
continue to review how we do business. It goes with out
saying, every elected official, employee or appointee of our
Town has to set an example. Government officials should be
held to a higher standard. That position will be pursued in
2018
In 2011 we are at a time in history where, for most of

us, the financial crisis and unsettling direction of our country
is directly impacting our way and quality of life. The
uncertainty of what lies around the corner is causing a level of
stress that is and will effect how we interact with each other.
We should not hesitate to try to tmagine the pain and
suffering of those going homeless and so many in need of
food and lacking the basic necessities. The shrinking checks
of those on fixed incomes and the powerlessness of those
seeking a job. Every decision we make in local government is
made with those troubling thoughts in mind.
We will work within our means. We will work
through these times. We will prioritize our Towns needs and
work to meet those needs — one step at a time. There may be
decisions made to temporarily “forgo” things that may have
been done in the past or even change how they will be done in
the future. The interests of the Town as a whole will be put
first.
Best to all in 2011!
Respectfully submitted,

Authur Gurdette, Select Board Chair
Yohu Franz. Select Board Vice-Chair
Sherman Halleck, Select Board
cs

Selectmen's Meetings
Thursdays ~ 6:30 P.M.
Town

Hall

January 6 ~ 20
February 3 ~ 17
March 3 ~ 17 ~ 31

April 14 ~ 28

May 12 ~ 26
June 9 ~ 23
July 7 ~ 21
August 4 ~ 18
September 1 ~ 15 ~ 29
October 13 ~ 27
November 10 ~ 22*
December 8 ~ 22

*Note Change due to Holidays
The Board of Selectmen meets with

the public at 7:00 P.M.

DORCHESTER TOWN OFFICERS - 2010
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Arthur Burdette 2012 Chairman
Albert John Franz 2011
Sherman Hallock, 2013

MODERATOR
Joshua Trought 2012
TOWN TREASURER
Brian A. Howe 201 |

TOWN CLERK
Brenda A. Howe 2011

Jennifer Grace, Deputy

Darlene Oaks, Deputy

TAX COLLECTOR

ROAD AGENT

Brenda A. Howe 2011

George C. Conkey, II 2011

Darlene Oaks, Deputy

ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
Claudette “Cookie” Hebert

FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Jay Legg

Holly Conkey, Deputy

HUMAN SERVICES DIRECTOR
Linda M. Landry ~ 523-7119
Patricia Franz, Deputy

HEALTH OFFICERS
Board of Selectmen
PERMIT OFFICERS
Board of Selectmen, Road Agent
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Arthur Burdette, Director

TRUSTEES

Lynda Hallock 2013

Vacant, Assistant Director

OF TRUST

FUNDS

Carol Towne 2011

Claudette Hebert 2012

AUDITORS
Martha Walker 201 |

Yvonne Yetman 201 |

SUPERVISORS
Darlene Oaks 2012

OF CHECKLIST

Michelle Davis 2014

PLANNING BOARD
Patricia Franz 2013 Chairman Linda Landry 201!
John Morrissey 2011

Arthur Burdette, Slc. Rep.

0

Karen Yetman

2016

William Trought 2013
Robert Green, Alternate

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
David Morrill, Chairman, 2013~Claudette Hebert 20]2~Michael Mock 2011
Albert J. Franz, Select Board. Rep.
~
Linda Landry, Planning Board Rep.

David Conkey & Michael Landry, Alternates

CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Elizabeth “Betty” Trought 2013.

Bethann Weick 2012

CONSERVATION

David Yetman 2012

COMMISSION

John Morrissey, Chairman 2013. Joshua Trought 2012

Michael Majeski 2011

David Yetman, Alternate

HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Sandra Green, Chairman
Robert Pon _—_Elizabeth “Betty” Trought
Martha Walker, Secretary
Regina Rinaldo
Sherman Hallock Jr., Select Board Rep.
REPRESENTATIVE

Patricia Franz, Planning Board Rep.

TO MASCOMA

HEALTH

INITIATIVE

Elizabeth “Betty” Trought
MASCOMA

VALLEY REGIONAL SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
Claudette “Cookie” Hebert
MASCOMA VALLEY REGIONAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
Amber Barsaleau

REPRESENTATIVE

TO UVLS REGIONAL

PLANNING

COMMISSION

William Trought
REPRESENTATIVE

TO PEMI-BAKER SOLID WASTE

DISTRICT

Joshua Trought
REPRESENTATIVE TO LAKES REGION MUTUAL FIRE AID
Arthur Burdette

MEETING TIMES
Board of Selectmen

Every other Thursday, 6:30 P.M.

Secretary
Town Clerk
Tax Collector

Town Hall ~ 523-8300
Wednesday, 4:00 P.M. ~ 7:00 P.M.
Wednesday, 4:00 P.M. ~ 7:00 P.M.
Monday, 9:00 A.M. ~ 11:00 A.M.
Last Sat. of the month. 9:00 A.M. ~ 11:00 A.M.
Town Office: 786-9476 Home: 786-9076

Planning Board

Conservation Commission

Board of Adjustment
Animal Control
Notary Public

2™ Wednesday of each month ~ 7:15 P.M.
Town Office — 786-9476
2™ Wednesday of each month
Town Hall
As required — Town Office
“Cookie” Hebert ~ 523-7803
Holly Conkey ~ 786-2442
Slc. Mtgs. and upon request 523-7119

Free of Charge to Dorchester Residents
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TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Dorchester in the
County of Grafton in said state, qualified to vote in

Town affairs: You are hereby notifiedto meet at
the Town Hall in said Dorchester on Tuesday, the
8" day of March 2011, polls to be open for voting
on Article 1 at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, and to
close not earlier than 7 o’clock in the afternoon,

with action on the remaining articles to be taken
commencing at 10 o’clock in the forenoon on
Saturday, March

12, 2011.

1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot all necessary Town
Officers for the ensuing year.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of six thousand dollars ($6,000.00) to add to
the Capital Reserve Fund for Property Revaluation;
this appropriation shall be funded by authorizing the
transfer of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) from the
undesignated fund balance as of December 31, 2010
(surplus) and raising four thousand dollars

($4,000.00) from taxation.
Recommended by the Selectmen

3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of one thousand nine hundred fifty dollars
($1,950.00) to add to the Building Maintenance
Capital Reserve Fund; this appropriation shall be
funded by authorizing the transfer of that sum from
the undesignated fund balance as of December 31,
2010 (surplus) and no amount to be raised from
taxation.
Recommended by the Selectmen

. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate

the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to add
to the Capital Reserve Fund to Acquire and Develop
Land for a Town Cemetery
Recommended by the Selectmen

. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of four hundred thirty thousand, twenty eight
dollars and 80 cents ($430,028.80), to defray Town

charges.

. To act upon any other business that may legally
come before said meeting

Given under our hand

is 17 day of February 2011

Arthur Burdette, Chairnfan

V

Sherman Hallock, Jr.
Dorchester Select Board
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
(RSA 32:3,V)

Appropriations
Prior Year As
Approvedby DRA

Actual
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Prior Year

Appropriations
Ensuing FY
RECOMMENDED)
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**SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,V1, as appropriations: 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations
raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriation to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserv e funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the w arrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable
article

Appropriation:
Actual
Prior Year AsExpenditures
_Art.# )dproved by DF Prior Year

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
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**INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
"Individual!" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as "special w arrant articles". Individual warrant articles
might be negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a one time nature you wish to address individually

Appropriation:

_ PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
(RSA 32:3,V)

Warr.
Art.#
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Prior Year
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|
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**BUDGET
SUMMARY™*

$8,950.00
| $2,000,005

IndividualWarrantArticlesRecommended rompages)
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above)
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DETAILED SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS
Property Taxes:
SITETIBY CATA st
rhs hee tee cane meee eee $701,180.13
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Prior Years — Lien:Amount..7..)..420.
9.25.5045..525 $43,760.59
ENC teeRe aegis alsarea a Pn 6 peat isdnean berks eee ny ey ed $9,097.49

Land Use Change Taxes
RUT TETIESY CAL cee Seen een
A Sent
INtETESt ee Ps ee TS WN
aR tee he
er

$14,415.00
ee $123.41

Yield Taxes
Grirrent “YCates.)

& Meee

ccc ec tetecd ais seuicen tee cuca se eee $10,852.93

Federal Government
Bureauof Land’ Manacenicntmess-s

ee...

2, $197.00

State of New Hampshire
REVENLE Narn Pere a. nctece tet eee

ene wars vwazons sch $0.00

Rooms & Meals) cettes iota. eattet «ccc ovens ce eres.

$16,601.13

Hiphway Block Grant Ss eee. .innccscecer eee $31,371.95
State Forest: sand t..c:.-sct-eo-feetss
tet oie eet Stace stents $484.09

RECPCLAN MIO stale sitet eececttts wsccdircanon satin te ttecscas TERE $75.00
AcMministrdtive O1ice=—Outts ........g22-,-8--m. cee $300.00
DRED
ForesthireControk....\........gaeeme.
me: secyee $161.82
BE IVIAS REIMOUESEM
GIL 2 cctetee.osessoastcark
oanpeer oecsscae:$16,420.51

Tax:Anticipation, Loans...r.n.swte

eee

ees $0.00

MotoriV chicle Hees. . wetsne nstcsre.....1..
Sait court ame $48,461.20
Dog LICEHSES AM enaltics .7., fem. teas. .ceieroteee ee eames eet eee $460.00
Marriapes= [own Portion sae
eee. ciowcssscceeeeteteenvies
eee $14.00
MiSCeHanieaist.

iee

ee

eich ee

ais ac

nee

ee $5,449
86

Planning Board) Boardiof A djustimenttcs seccecr sess <ce-eocssssexncepeesve-oseees $25.00
INTELCSL ON DEDOSITSIAIE
cc. as rem etrt ett o lee eno teiernc pes arts $1,305.99
Sale OR Mimicipal Property 2. -cc----) vert ete
cette ues teeta $3,988.26
Transfer from Capital Reserve Fund (2010Article #3) .........cceee $1,950.00
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Collected from Other Government

N.H? Department of Agriculture: ici. snrceae ernie: $211.00
N:HSecretaryofState stihicnscce
eae $110.00

TOTAL RECEIPTS FOR 2010............. $1,018,163.68
Wess. Liens: Purchased. By Towrisesienss nee

ae ($40,545.06)

NET RECEIPTS FOR 2010.................004. $977,618.62
Cash on Hand January 1, 2010............ccscceseees $204,892.64
Cash Available for 2010................cccccsseee $1,182,511.26
Disbursements — 2010 ..........ccsssssscerecsscrenees ($965,929.33)
BALANCE ON HAND 12/31/2010........... $216,581.93

Oh:

SUMMARY OF VALUATIONS
Net LiandsValues; 27.915 79acres eee
ee a $18,671,850.00
TPGXMER OMANI 10) 7 CSc
oeeer tra eee eee $676,800.00
Net (igxable‘Latid: V altietic
3.28. ee.
$18,671,850.00
Current Use Valuation, 26,209.28 acres........... $1,614,350.00
Residential Land, 1,706.5 lacres.................:66 $17,057,500.00

RATED OPT) PS MAW|B Pes Rage eee ra de ary a ibe ach De $20,725,400.00
DSi
MEN CHUL ULIC INLD S crvautnscrsteocetsVeeteea
arise cniness $269,200.00
Net Taxable Buildings Valuation...
eee $20,456,200.00
Public Utilities, NH Electric Co-op ............:cccsseccceees: $459,500.00

Total Valuation Before Exemptions ...............00 $39,587,550.00
PEErIVeSKEINULONS 2 rae rmtee ert er ner seem toe $18,000.00
Valuation on which tax rate is computed.............. $39,110,050.00

TAXES ASSESSED AND TAX RATE
Total Property Taxes;Assessed i Gr 2-s. ee
seSs- Wat oervice Credits heie syste

$820,397.00

atestanhe a ($13,300.00)

otal Property Lax COMIMILMen beer te retryter.$807,097.00

Tax Rate per $1,000.00 of Valuation......... $20.76
Municipal........... $8.23

County.....$1.35
Local School.......... $8.86
State Education tyr tirons 05.14 $2.32

BOW AOUSeE an cco DULGUIL str

er tae eter $123,200.00

CONTENTS Rees | tees Mac cveemak ty ens Tae
eae, $47,236.00
LOWMOice, Land sc. OUlldInuSeemere «ces
toe eee, $58,900.00
CEGITETIS rr
ree ee ee
MES reap $16,253.00

BolicgsMenarMenuEquipimnen sted: rrr tenet
tert nstesco $100.00
Highway Department, Land & Buildings ................0 $79,100.00
Equipment calVidterialsi deers
mee tienes $200,000.00
Hastorical Museuini..vteeet
te
ee ees $24,400.00
CEOMIETIES ee et ener
eee yk, APO eee es Seats tees $16,025.00
ATMEL OMT RICATIC eet cr ties ere at, ee he Cece s, $157,600.00

Ma WwuTeroperty( Lax CedcU |mee tare, mecmmerss
etre terre $262,200.00
POTESLn ircecdul pment: wemetee io-,5:. Meee tetas or -cbunsape sens ness $2,000.00
SRD MUN Merve iceceacraceqdeseceateniecsreraccecsnasessstesestons $988,014.00

gts

‘2s FINANCIAL REPORT
BALANCE

SHEET DECEMBER

<>

31, 2010

ASSETS:
CASH*On Eland Genre
et. eens ere $216,581.93
Funds in Custody of Treasurert............... $216,281.93
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Cash................000 $300.00

Unredeemed Taxes ............cssssssecccssssees . $35,465.28
Uncollected@laxcsen. cei
2 ce. $116,000.99
Other Receivables................ccccsesseseesees . $28,813.50

TPOtAUTASSEUS vititsiiccccecectancccesssccetenees . $396,861.70
LIABILITIES:
Accounts owed by the Town:
School Taxes Payable, January ~ June 2010. ..$229,913.48
Tax Credits — Deferred Revenue ..........0cc:cc00 ceseeseeeess $11.01

Gredit— Remaining Overlay i ae. o
$45.00
Accrued Expenditures 2009 Budget ............. $54,335.76

Total. Liabilities errr
tiee. ak.cocscewssss $284,305.25
FUND BALANCE:

Assets over Liabilities ...............000 +$112,556.45

RECONCILIATION:
Fund Balance December 31, 2009........... +$108,843.00
(As amended in 2009 MS-S — April 1, 2009)

Fund Balance December 31, 2010........... +$112,556.45

ye

in Financial Condition +33, 7 13.45
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TREASURER’S REPORT
December 31, 2010
BALANCE:
ea
GHO I AlUal Vai 2 O | err vets ie, acer
Woodsville Guaranty Checking....... $26,868.24
Woodsville Guaranty M. M........... $177,724.40
Town Clerk/Tax Coll. Cash.............00. $300.00

$204,892.64

Received From:
AX MCCIOT fics see
ee
$843,149.45
Town Clerke 34:26 sein
$52,047.23
Sé@lectivien white finnicecenienn $79,255.88

Pax Anticipation: POaris, t.<:32itees cachicessaeers $0.00
Interest on Accounts ..............ccccc0000--- $1,305.99

@onitali Reserve Bunds 2:07.
be- .cccessx0- $1,950.00
TO TTA BD RE GE UBS €Giciccssccccrstscsecssecceduerustrnete $977,708.55
TOTAL

AVAILABLE

DURING

2010...... ..... $1,182,601.19

Payments By Order of Selectmen....................00060:$966,019.26
Cashion Hand December3 1,201 00

FS

$216,581.93

Woodsville Guaranty Checking Acct. .............. $7,200.19
Woodsville Guaranty Money Market ........... $209,081.74
OWI clerk Lax OLlCCLON crateenent
ren areas $300.00
TOTAL CASH ON HAND) iinicctescesessettevesassies $216,581.93

TOTAL ACCOUNT

BALANCE....... ....... $216,581.93
RESPECTFULLY

Crian 4. Howe
Treasurer

Bee iy
pee

Ss te

asin

ete
} ia 3

SUBMITTED

TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT
Year Ending 12-31-10
Uncollected Taxes — Beginning Year:
2010
Property TAXES va Se tetera oop atin ents rue ok Oe peace

Prior
$94,797.93

Pri” Y Cars “CSTOONS ESBtAriCe cate as orn ccs ennstecedat vaceccta nuaan lori ceveuserahercesteaeeeeneiy ($101.79)
This year's New Crecitscate
cnt ccnti nc tiohtit«: ($2,169.42)

Taxes Committed This Year:

PFOPEItY: LAXGS ace ete teessciseceducsevicestttes $811,697.00
Land Wise .Ghanee: laxicics wcnieccue tved $20,995.00
FIMmBersVield Vax
5. ce we
atone ar $13,476.90
Overpayments:
Credits Balance Bnd He Y¥-a...):..ciccnssece
ssc $2,204.20

INTETESTS BA fish. See

eet tiie eres

TOTAL DEBITS ....... ey

$1250.56 gees

$5,619.61

$847,352.45 ........000 ---9100,417.54

Remitted to Treasurer During Year:
2010
Prior
Property. [axes anaemia.
acne tin $701,786.98............. $57,452.72

DariQUSEgonanne

cae

LiMDereV lel aXe
INterests/ Penalties:

eek eles

ti hie $14,415.00

sce eee ees $10,852.93
1s oe eee eee: $15250,5644\4

GONVELSIOINAO LACIE sree ae

eerie

222 $5,619.61

ate tee ieee aa aaeeeee eee $37,345.21

Prior Year Overpayments Assigned............. ($56.00)
Abatements Made:
Propertys Taxes
ebeerel errr
cco Boy ERO0 Ree
Uncollected Taxes — End of Year
2010
Propertys axes cic nerst et be cear i $106,797.02

eee $0.00

Land Use Ghangeshaxes ......cneun
mat cans $6,580.00
Tun DeriGlGabaXes octet.
ee ee $2,623.97

Propertyalax Credit Balance acc.c3eva ($11.01)

TOTAL CREDITS .............. $847,352.45 w.ccccccerecees $100,417.54
Unredéemed Liens Beginning Of FY vtirsivdl.vtes
sottodestear veer oreteate $38,679.91
Liens Executed During taverciee
cect ya.
ar oe onsen
$40,545.06
Inferesticc Costs, Collected iin veins insets eee ee $9,098.39

TOTAL LIEN DEBITG............. Mcaececestehecehsicineceat
een .$88,323.36
Remitted to Treasurer:
REGEMPUONS es orci ie cet re, Feacats ackanate ite uate eect eis eee ae oe $43,759.69
Interest: & Costs Collected (= mee tet tac teed te. ter ec ou ee $9,098.39

Abatements of Unredeemed Liens vicc.csy..settesss.ctescrestcisesteerieaieyes$0.00
Liens, Deeded to Miunicipalittyge 2 scgeeees teste aot ot eee eee era $0.00
Unredeemed: Liens: End oF EY2: sega (sas...
cee $35,465.28

TOTAL LIEN CREDITG............ BLUEATics ccocerevecscossce POO teenies

Greada r7¢. Howe, Tax Collector
-94-

TOWN CLERK’S REPORT
f ‘December 31, 2010 ; R

Cash‘onreiandasly,1/201Osten terns Biers noes eee $300.00
Car Reoistrations,(6 13.)),:,
spect seer ae $48,461.20
WEG PINOS (i) Eek, Aros, tees usereteas ikeeee ee reese PA $75.00
Dop licenses (129) tuveomae
5. comity stats arr, $646.00
Marriacerliicensesd( 2 is taco eren tee tert c noel $90.00
Wiscellanecousee ritisst.auets
seo ts ethics he eee a$644.03
Photo copies
Tax Maps
Certified Copies of Vitals
Wetland Application
Civil Forfeitures
Return Check Charges

PASAT temrccessececccvtcecrenaatestscelstersetaretoene
sere$49,916.23

Total Remitted to Treasurer ........... $49,916.23
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Cash on Hand .................. $300.00
LTOTATS CASH ON HAND Bee Neer

tra $300.00

Greada Howe, Town Clerk

AUDITORS’ REPORT
We the undersigned have examined the accounts
of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town
Clerk, and Trustees of Trust Funds and find them
properly and correctly vouched.
February

16, 2011

Auditors
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2010 REPORT OF

CEMETERY COMMITTEE
Betty Ann Trought, David Yetman, Bethann Weick

We began the year with a set of ongoing concerns and end it
with only limited progress:
Ik: The limited number of suitable lots available for future
burials. We have found a landowner who may be
willing to negotiate a transfer of property to the Town
for a Cemetery. In addition, the Town has a piece of
land which may be useful for Cemetery use. The
Cemetery Committee will walk each piece of land
again in late spring 2011 and then determine the
appropriate steps to assess which property might be
the best investment for Cemetery preparation and
long-term use by the Town. We have again
recommended to the Select Board that the Town
continue to fund the Cemetery Special Fund as a
prudent means of gathering monies for future land
purchase/ preparation.
. Cheever Cemetery maintenance. The Town arranged
for the larger trees threatening the Cemetery integrity
be brought down, however this project was destructive
to the fencing and left large amounts of tree debris in
the cemetery itself. D Acres of New Hampshire staff
and a group of farm volunteers spent time clearing the
Cemetery, chipping suitable wood for removal and
decreasing a significant amount of debris from the
surrounding perimeter. David Yetman repaired some
of the fencing which was spared and re-painted the
fencing on the front side. Debris removal from the
perimeter and fence repair for the remaining three
sides still remains to be completed
. Removal of trees endangering the Historic Cemetery
beside the Town Hall was completed by the Town

may

with assistance from volunteer D Acres staff for
removal of debris suitable for chipping.
The Cemetery Committee attended the state sponsored
educational programming in Concord and returned
with perhaps more questions than they had prior to
attendance. For example, we are struggling to
understand a new proposal that allows town citizens to
purchase rights to burial in certain plots rather than
land acquisition of plots and how this is implemented.
The burial rights and responsibilities of citizens and
towns is becoming more complex as many towns run
out of land and others resist the need to cover
expenses of “indigent citizens” who happen to die in a
town.

Goals for 2011
1) Complete fence replacement and repair at Cheever
cemetery (Town to pay for materials). We are looking for
volunteers to assist in this project.
|
2) Complete revision of Cemetery Rules with appropriate
changes recommended by state and local citizens.
3) Develop a list of potential volunteers who would assist
with cemetery projects.

wo)

2010 REPORT OF TRUST FUNDS
CAPITAL
Town

RESERVE

FUNDS

Building Fund
Balance*l2/31/09R0Oe
7e8 Fe $4,060.36
INGEW HUNnCS 2U LO ser ee eneacted $0.00

Expendedi20Oo e.. 2. tie

$1,950.00

InterestOLO ee ike is kl Se
$21.37
Balancedhl Om teads, tee. $2 bs lers
Highway Equipment

& Maintenance

Balance*#2/31/090 ee

Fund

$6,510.34

New Fundse2010 shecs.te
ee eee $0.00

Expended 2010............ss:sscessresesvsesee $O,00
Interest. 20105. 55 Pe eee
$75.66
Balancesie/OueLu vce sees. cree $6,586.00

Bridges Fund
Balances|2/3:1/0 Qacwesviaienveteeun $510.55
New Punds201L0 425.2
eee $0.00

Expended?20 0) tesemce
sa een $0.00
Interest.2010....... eee
Balance 12/31/10" eee...

$1.49
$512.04

Property Revaluation Fund
Balances12/34/097 fee
$385.01
New stinds 20 LOM. eee $4,000.00

Expended 201072.

ater ene eet

Interest 20] 0P he

ee

Balancet273, 1/10 eee
_28-

$0.00
$2.26

$4,387.27

Cemetery Land Acquisition &
Development
(Established 2010)

Balance 12/31/09 ..........00. apoapiad: $0.00
New- bunds 20:1Onreee et.

Bxpendedwol0nerae

2.2... $0.00

Interést:2 OT 0 te
ee
Balances) 2/5'17) Opaameen nn
Town

$1,000.00

$0.13
$1,000.13

Matching Share of Grant Money
Received
(Established 2010)

Balancesi2/3 1/093 eran
5 ere $0.00
New! Funds:2010 Ser ctiet. coe $50,000.00

Expengedi2

0

Omer Pertti sey $0.00

Interest 2010 2
ee eee $13.01
Balance-12/3 1/10 EV tee):
228 $50,013.01

20.

CEMETERY

TRUSTS

Lucy Hazen & Sanborn Kimball Fund
Balance 12/31/09. Ay. rion) enews $307.90
Interest=2010 ining
ce $1.66
Balance ere
SB WOR
ces Hoek eee $309.56

Scott Burleigh Fund
Balance -219/31V09 ee
oe eee, $940.95
Interest 2010 scdinieat ndetrt ocean $5.07
Balances 19/3 W1O% Ate. wie

eee

$946.02

Paul Hutchinson Fund
Balance sa1 2/31 O9F ae to eee $19 567.30
Interest 29201 Osean
et. rian el eee $8.44
Balance —l281/1L0-U.N
a eee
$1,575.74

J.C. Davenport Fund
Balance ~-12/31/09 ees 2220 lanlae $224.90
Interest 0T ON
a, 0th
eve
$1.21
Balance
12/3:1/10 way...
ee ee
$226.11

Joseph & Katherine Grochocki Fund
Balance ~ 12/31/09 aretha $394.45
Interest20 103 47 AB
ee eee $2.12
Balancé.-3) 2/3141 0 eee
ee $396.58

Town Cemetery Fund
Balance 22/31/0952)
ae ee $2,478.06
Interest—~ 2010 0.0. ee eee
$13.35
Balance 2112/31/10 eereet.
| Bes: $2,491.41

All Cemeteries Fund
Balance el 23 09
ee whee ae $$2,620.60
Interést ~20 errr, eter ase ciecreeee $14.14
Balance: 2751/1 Orr een ees $2,634.74
AG

DETAILED REPORT OF PAYMENTS
MEAG LAL LV kGvecectcrctctcpecteictauntontecatrctsretarseecmeeieetteers $48,878.77
Executive Officers
Burdette, Arthur, Selectman, Salary............... $2,500.00
FIX PENS CS ivevevavvecvucsverttonsyabwhs
AVA PAA EeseERC OA ed $1,082.40

Conkey, David, Selectman, Salary ..............0..... $625.00
Franz, Albert J., Selectman, Salary................ $2,500.00
EXPCNSCS ..45: 0.54, sscts arcades te

A

Hallockasnerman 2.440505... fan
ERNIENISCS atest

sere $135.60

Se $1,875.00

recess cece asceecetecae tay rece eee $404.00
Executive Expenses

Amazon.Com (Office Equip. & Supplies)............ $862.66
BJ’s Wholesale (Office Equip. & Supplies)........... $56.98
BUYS COM eo
Seren ee nae Bie $45.90
(Sanaa: Hardware seem
ee
ee $27.35
Fairpoint Communications Inc... $2,697.08
rangi bert: cre
a ie ee eek $352.46
Howesdbrian, Expenseswiteee
este cn Peart $1,867.95
LD Sie tyes crete et es a
sete AL pte eee $74.73
Landry, Linda (Secretary/Payroll Clerk)......... $24,356.96

Landry, Linda (Remote Site Expense .............004 $880.00
LarcentsJ ohn.tweb design) cencresnwise cnet $442.22
ocalGovernment Genterse
se. ene.ee $190.00
Matthew Bender & Co. (Legal Books)............ $1,082.58

N.H. Municipal Association (Dues) ................ $578.68
Rathioushackiere
ton avec a acon
ees $33.97
Staples (Office: Supplics) ami eeaeiee
ee eee $2,743.43
Treasurer, State of NH (Secretary Notary Appt.)......... $75.00

Des aAbOsLOliice (Postale\.
eae
ern $836.00
WW AIIATL eeecehan caerieenttet
cn rr tn ae $34.97
FICA (Municipal Contribution) ..............cccceee $2,517.85
REGISTRATION/ELECTION .........cccccscccsereeeseeeee 94,500.09

A bell Donna sari Sarat,
eee
ee ere $30.00
Burdetles lander
ee
$30.00
DavViswViichelle: SupervisOie.
te
ee $607.00

ade

Franz
Franz,
Howe,
Howe,
Howes

API Gnn ten eee ic ar. eee reat ee
$20.00
Patriciaspallorclerk eee ee $402.50
Brerda, (Town Clerk) ......:ec0s0serserssesesses> $686.60
Brian: (Expenses acs eessstepassciticnstscseseraths $45.00
Matthew
cw
i eee
$100.00

CocaliGovernment Center...
eee $40.00
Melanson, Henry L (Moderator).............0:0:00000 $230.00

Morrissey, John III, Ballot Clerk .........ccseeseee $410.00
Oaks Darlene sstpervisorawnneaaeciue
ate $802.50
The Pennysaver (notices) jiacsuacceuon
ie eiias $184.00
Weick? Bethann 22 eee

$75.00

Y etinan. Waren: supervises... ent eee $625.50
FICA (Municipal Contribution)... $217.99
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION ..............000000: $16,948.69
Avitar (Software Support & Supplies)................. $3,118.30

BUY? Comvyteance
eee
ee eee eee. $22.95
Grace, Jennifer, Deputy Treasurer .............cccs000 $60.00
Grafton County Registry of Deeds................. $526.12
Hebert, Claudette, Trustee of Trust Funds............ $50.00

Howe, Brenda, Tax Collector, Salary.............. $2,000.00
FEES retin oni
ee Ae
ee $2,472.00
EXDEHSOS Zsvcesnioe sasateissp essakece tessa eae eet $1,174.26
Howe, Brian, Treasurer, Salary .......0.c.ccccecee $1,500.00
EXPenseS cc fkc te ea et re Acre een hee $54.64
Purchasing XPensese seve
cit ee $559.74
Howe, Brenda & Brian (Correct Bank Deposit Error)...... $89.93

Kibby Equipment (Vendor Billing Error).............. $30.85
Morrill, David (Current Use Assessment)............ $215.90
N.H. Tax Collectors Association (dues) ........... $20.00
Oaks, Darlene, Deputy Tax Collector ...........0000 $60.00
Ocean State Job Lots (Office Supplies)................ $36.00
Thorell, Dennis, L.P.F. (Assessing Timber) ... $1,120.00
Towne, Carol, Trustee of Trust Funds...........00.- $50.00
Walker, Martha, Auditor, Salary... $150.00
Auditors :EXPenSesiis.
cn datistts cache ae ceeae $6.15

wa.

Wheeler, Lynn W. Lien & Deed Title Searches ...... $350.00

Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
Bank Fee — Remote Capture..............s.sssecssere- $420.00
NSF Checking Balance Reduction................. $2,131.00
NOE MGneCCK Balik heGicd.s.atvern
ener Peter eas vegeta $24.00

Yetman, Yvonne Auditor, Salary ........0..ccce
ce $150.00
FICA (Municipal Contribution) ..........0cccccccceeeee. $556.85
REVALUATION

OF PROPERTY.................. $8,527.40

Commerford, Nieder, Perkins, Assessors .....$3,875.00
Dollard Associates (Tax MapS).........c:cccc0 $3,480.00
Landry, Linda: (expenses) 2 Wants Denes $50.00

John W. McSorley Gonsulting..........:..........-.: $840.00
Ubaioe) lahedgan ligetgl Dioit etreece $62.40
Rest OLCEse
ee ee ec
$220.00
PETG
A Die eiesticcds.wtsces cccecctccsevensincszseuccztocteeent cheered satcices $5,699.73

Mitchell Municipal Group, PA............0.0.. $5,699.73
RECORDING & REPORTING ...........ccccccessecceesoe$8,612.60
Howe, Brenda, Town Clerk
SEALE
Tata: Seatac Sahin OMA 8s Perron one gearett yas $ 1,499.94
PCTS

At ie dies pe See eRe PLS PERTH erte RAPE

EXDENSESH A ain

Net

hoy cet

ray $2,245.00

een oe eee

$2,203.85

Oaks, Darlene, Deputy Town Clerk
UPC se cerre ener ree emer er terre: recess $60.00
RAsoases tetreeee eiretene aay eereecpete thas $1,161.00
REGSYee
pit rys feo tte aes ate Ce
oe eee $779.50
EXTENSES terete ce eetees eae eee
EE $71.20

NHCTCA/Dartmouth Lake Sunapee Reg. .....$70.00
BriCes DI QGsts Weiee cn sit weir Sica. aie ee aet $72.00
FICA (Municipal Contribution) ............ccceceeeeees $450.11
PREANNING

Ga ZONING

src rsccsctstonestesnenusteka$2,805.11

Burdette, Arthur (Planning Board).............:c000+. $250.00
Conkey, David (Board of Adjustment) ................. $62.50
Franz, Albert J. (Board of Adjustment)................ $187.50
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Franz, Patricia (Planning Board)...............00000+ $250.00
Grafton County Registry of Deeds... $24.88
Hebert, Claudette (Board cf Adjustment)............ $250.00
Howe, Michael (Planning Board)...........:.:c:csesee $62.50
Landry, Linda (Planning Board & Expenses)....... $489.50
Mock, Michael (Board of Adjustment)................ $250.00
Morrill, David (Board of Adjustment) ................. $250.00
The Pennysaver (notices\eekwies
ee mene $44.00
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Council ............ $498.80
Valley NEWS (notices) a7.) weania tere pines $32.47
FICA (Municipal Contribution) ...........ccccccceeees $152.96

GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS ............cseesssssenenes $22,219.75
Amerigas-Claremont awe aneiec eke $3,458.79
BJ*s:Wholesalene20
Rees aneea. aiietamtine $13.99
BirdettesArthur 2a

eve

ei ence

$19.51

Canaamb
ard Ware ria. te cweaees arenas $281.87
DeadiRiver Gomipdny caren tao $3,654.60
Dorchester Plumbing and Heating.................... $85.00
Fairpoinbanas es vids Maan Mead Pie CVPR e,
$862.04
Franz, John (Buildings & Grounds) ..........000seeeeees $432.29
Hebert: Glatidette (Custodiany)e.sstiecceenees $3,230.00

Howes MaineWene cca cth acters orem
eee $17.20
JOE SSEQUIPIMeH teen memes rents oe
es $143.55
Ke Ga Ri Bortablesioetsss seer te $2,520.00
Legoe Jave cae
es ee
eh ae ee $431.00
Melanson, Henrys
ete ge
aa $109.80
NiHsElectnie: Cooperatives see
$1,447.06
SOATS se be yaaa
tien [oie sarculs Te ausiens De $206.88

Small Enginecehnologies seve
oe ee $85.00
Strectera Bricem

a aa eee eee

$1,950.00

Tri-State Fire Protection (fire extinguishers) .... $144.71
W.WeGirain perce iey ee nesters
ert oaess.. $100.80
Warren SandicaGiavele mtn
chen annie $297.50
Y eaton.GiltC
6 ieee
ce ne rere tere $2,495.21
FICA (Municipal Contribution) ....f...c.c.0-ee-.a.-00. $232.95

Be 4.0

CSRIVERS DIGIT SS iividsretiaectveccanicctsecesdacoetentl
Wat eta tkeS15193.99
WHIKCESIVIAIUNS ici

ame

Beene

ee $870.00

ECUIPIENL, EXPENSE .c...cscscccsenelene
totes ees lata $280.00

FICA (Municipal Contribution) ............ccccccee
cesses $43.99
MIMD RGA NGS

ree Sereno cL ccet guncaren td ecuciecesccseneeanatct $18,155.41

Health Trust,(health insurance) ....0.:0..c<osecsessoseems $8,436.36

Propertyeisiabrlit yer Ma Raneonine
Ree $3,919.39
Workerse Compensation.

mane

a $5,644.66

Unemployment Compensation .........0..ccc08 $155.00
TOWN:

REPORT

criccclicriscccvecestecctesscbeccettte
rerecntecrtetes $995.00

Fred B. Estabrook Co. (printing)..................05 $995.00
PU

LOIS A HWGUCY %0: ioc cceseccuaneccccecostecrnennecctases
eteetere $39,405.39

Ambulance....... Seeavrcenecs? Cereatensettare seereesssteer DUT U0
Canad
cA Sale cate kctueecneee sce $2,750.00
Warren/Wentworth Ambulance........ $2,750.00

PITe ELOLCCHOMiccetctecisesesscscccsensecereatesasere $21,232.26
OV

TILOVLNCHULAANY sete

tees ee senescence $12,597.26

TOWIMOLISUITING Vanvareaireters
cent saccese: $7,605.00
Rumney Fire Departments..1..22...2.... $1,030.00

MOLCSCMIFG DGDle

re

re

ete canner $0.00

Emergency Management.............cecsssssees $8,487.05
Amerigas (Tank Installation) ..............04 $5,199.38

Burdette, Arthur (Expenses) ............... $176.37
Franz, Albert J. (Generator Expenses)....... $471.30
Jo Ball Electric: LLC. eae. $1,062.75
RazomeHill Excavations:
cae: $410.00

Ryézak One stop. & OG. ss... SLA
Warren Sand & Gravel ..............00006 $1,149.50

COMMUNICATIONS Woriciceccsecoconcestrevas-ceeeethtte $3,936.30
Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid ........ $3,936.30

Animal Controle

oe iaanee

Hebert? Glandeti@ns. tanec

$249.78
$234.48

FICA (Municipal Contribution)............ $15.30

OAs

HIGHWAYS & STREETS. .............scccccscsssessooneees $205,854.87
Payrollptcave:
sient ee ees. tee$57,874.88
FICA (Municipal Contribution) ..........0c:0ceeeeee $4,427.50

N
HORGUreMEN tists
Ane iver aere $3,117.91
own Maintenance:
2.0 eaece $140,434.58
SANTTA
TIO Nivvicssvccststccssevvs secactvatesigredtorcactt sevressees 924,428.80

Administration
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District Dues .......... $387.80
Plymouth Village Water & Sewer .............:006 $100.00

Solid Waste Disposal
Town of Rumney, Transfer Station ............. $23,941.00
HEALTH .......... DodhtsueechiveathscssaevecssaudcsevsdCUvescv
stv Te$2,827.20

Health Officer Expense
NFisdleatinOmicers ASSOC s.....s05
oecust teareecatent $25.00
ATINUG@B UMletGran tetanic
wie ait eons $37.20

Health Agencies
Benign Citizens | OUNCL INCri.ccsserichieast
ee $800.00
Mascoma Valley Health Initiative .................... $265.00
Visiting Nurse Assoc. & Hospice.................. $1,700.00

WELFARE............... Wobvestsustecetee ineecesceuceneaai

eatiee .-6,989.61

Administration
Landry sLbinda, Directories seco
ce $1,200.00
Franz, Patricia, Assistant Director................00006 $60.00
Local Government Center (workshop) ............... $80.00

FICA (Municipal Contribution)...............00000 $96.40
Direct Assistance
Canaan Gash Market eme..:.cvccntae
renee $400.00
Smith,’ Kenneth gaescertercccsttee
weet eeeneee cee $1,700.00
NH: Electric Coopefative:casa:
te eae eae $1,723.15
PatriotePuels t1nc setae eee cc castae coptazereesaremntnns $430.06

Vendor Payments
Tri-County Community Action ...............0. $1,300.00
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Howard: S.\Browerss. ..25..4--ca-0
ei cts ae i $958.00
Refunds
— Checks issued
PIDEIE SOc Ear iCia boecr Talldz,con caer
eee eer ent ete es $229.00
Daniele, Linda indberg yitii.sncccnteeitssste
cs. teeta $305.00
Daniele mda ind ber pects seers nce eae eke ee $3.4]
CHArIBS SCOUTAS tare ive itsoery tee teeeriee erent $406.00

Dinsiisiviountain Realtv-LLG wi aactsie yaw $291.00
Bate erAGCEU Rasen: PI UStiv: ercatee sere
peek pee eee $636.00
RONaIGSStOKO WSK Serre ttOet sluscoercsiaccteussuneaes $288.00
Refund of Prior Year Overpayments
RoyaitiiasA DNA DDO Ses ner een eee eee pesara nena $45.79
STATE OF NEW HAMSHIRE .........ccccccosscsresccccceceee $318.50
NH Dept. of Agriculture (Animal Pop. Control)......$208.50

Secretary of State (Vital Statistics)...........:ccceee $110.00
TAX LIENS PURCHASED
GRAFTON

COUNTY

(no check written)................ $40,545.06

TAXES.............csee00 seseceste
DOO IOLAUU

$444,403.02

See

2010 ROAD MONEY
DISTRIBUTION
PA YRO DDO iiiikeisessnccescnccsntssotiventclolasustoccecsstesiecle $65,420.29
George C. Conkey II (Road Agent) .............04 $34,034.30
Lynn Lassor (Part Time Road Maintainer)......... $23,237.52
COrKEVORIDAMTIE hewiscscasyeertversacrmiene
eee maricer ae $140.00
Howe, Brighten nascar ee $60.00
Leone, David Jeans hee
aes eee et $403.06
FICA (Municipal Contribution) ..............0.sseseccsceseees $4,427.50

NHiRetinementsysteinva

ee ee

$3,117.91

GENERAL HIGHWAY EXPENSES ............cccceeees $7,116.23
AT @Omuntémationdie svete ee $1,449.05
BurdettevArinutt

treatises

caaeearce

eee $96.00

GanaantHard Ware. ie sagreetets
ieee eee $761.87
Conkeys George (oar.
crane eee eee $84.97
Dyers Welding oc Fabrication 25.15
eee eee $192.00
Granite State WO- Wave are ere
eee $334.80
HoOWeC Bila Acer ree
te eee $142.84

Jordan; BOUIPMentaecse caren
eee eee $68.00
Kibby Equipments: stat. See
eae $295.12
LaSSOr, LYN coicsssc.<c22eite
eee ee tes esa ork $42.00
N.H. Good Roads Association ...........c:cccseeseeeeenees $100.00
NHPWMADP ion

cccccvcscss thee ete te One

h ort. cetacy caval $25.00

Rands Do It Best Hard wares. frees.
cckeeseos$354.58
Ryezak-One Stop de, Orie 0 .cye eee
cee ino $111.00
Sabi] & Sons . 23:5 fees Rite ee ee reese $229.62
Sanel Auto Parts .......... fc
ee. ko KTS scices$41.44
Stay Safe Traffic Products, Inc: avery 2s.
a $430.50
Tostenson Jonnie aoe, tite vankcks tenet
he $200.54

Tractor Suppl Vcore ee
ee $65.94
Tri State Fire Protection (fire extinguishers) ....... $144.70
UNH Technology Transfer Center (Workshops)....... $360.00
Uniformly -YOurs ;. eee. s. seo 5 eee stan e es $556.00
Wise GuyssrA ito) Partsn
a eee
$1,030.26

AAS.

BURL RA GEseRtelreulereteeiaeatnscsvaisteavcesaansvoushctioegseecererereseteeers $9,622.46
RYCZTAK One tOp Ga Ol CO.

sons ccascccsierr ae

$45.05

EATONIOLE. Glen IN Gi tees vs iste. sccatonectae
tae eA $9,577.41

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK EXPENSESG............ $7,473.49
PLO Valice AiO Parts :if7hsscinvenchsceriecsverectieec
teem $79.96
Be SRA tec wuescc tail evin ppg veers Paerednateeuc
ees $366.00
Scanaan Hard Wares cc, miss leat. cot cra chee. eA $39.77
KSASSAVANURISCIU rts, cites sersdtien pecans deste Re $50.00
Dyer’s Welding & Fabrication..........ccceesseeeeee $120.00
EL ITGTBLsee erste eS, sits ctor ne tcakens ote een ee $145.29
Haward:PaFairtieldt. Inc meant nee

eee

$66.87

SSeDAateeCIUIDINEN Laverne
teen eee eee tc $49.88
ev NSO LAS EW.CIO IND secs orcas hc oaeee ssa sacsaneneetnee$90.00
RADU VECIDIMents NGa we sts ees
ce acne |$33.96
Kiphese) TUCKPAUO. Occ Lire. Genter secsrace $363.59
ineriyalileMnallOnalsc2caccee:
cic.-cusenee See eee $2521022
EGU cEING DAIS csseettctec ena
crciaca tata
ee $749.5]

Penih Glass wompanyn la, cy. .ns-ceuk
cee ee $180.00
Ranoys Dotibest ard wWare.-., .c0t).c:cssaboarectss.--theeee $9.59
Befomiel
OPNTILOIMOULVG css. nccce sss aseocets as aseest bevaspscth $563.39
AGUENES ONS... tthe tee cin
ee ete eee $935.07
SanelfAlito: Parts. Aine sie. |. ee ee BAe ee $34.14
Niwiib taleuhiresinicwss
oe at cu eee hs $1,029.50
Mentura pring Unlimited. InCe...
eek eee $56.75

CHEVROLET 5500 Expenses/Lease................0000 $25,202.40
PATIVATICE A ULOMALIS secrete ine seeensteaten
et ere tases) $63.96
Ady (formerly. GMAQC)..., nsscpeapcesaceeosnc
aie oe ee$18,966.38
Dyer’s Welding & Fabrication... eects $178.00

ICC DEGREE Wy cence

ey

Pilters BP Oy ei
eter
Howerviichidel Pee
ta

PAVED

oe

eee, $1,617.34
eae
eee

ee ee $22.04
cn eee $3 10.00

JordanEOuipments3
<7 0 eee ee ceca
ae. $49.88
KRevinbolashaWeldint ret. errs tess $1,056.90
MonroeiRepaitsvtest (rats
tetscsen-ctte-sccateee $409.88

Ralphaispoodsey

ny chr sce

ee

$893.00

RéPe Johnson 6o-S0n Sack horny. Mite ack aie $71.07
BOUL MLSE A MTOMOLVGcs oes
cts the acres eee $262.39

E20:

Sabil 6aSons <4. 4.8 8

Twin State Tires tives.

tee ares
ae

sscce ce oc tee bens

os

$256.12

$1,037.00

Wise Guys Alito, Parts 2.26.28
w triode te $8.44
FORD. RANGER
LAA Ae ait tecchadscstshicstohatiabes $1,897.78
Advance Auto Parts’. cucin, ycscescecccs
tnscctssvoreeoeee ae$37.98
Cannantitardware: 9), hints <siectreess
eerie eee $29.44

Monroe: Repairs: i.s53.s000r asses beeetneinev dis teres coe $749.55
Rte, DS 2Ainomotives....6iene
a
eee $1,063.93

Wise Guys/Auto. Parts,.....:.-:<-1-0,biseucrares
a ee $16.88
CATERPILLAR BACKHOE/LOADER............... $2,105.83
Barker Stee cumunteael
oasteee ae ene
$250.00
Ganaar ard Ware sanisesocestsds
0ccece, s2ss eee $32.99
Pilter eee

oiccisiick (os device Rieter

ee

ee Sls Ral

Miltori GCATes is scickakstcwecss
ei
ee
$789.79
Northeastel ire Service. [nGreccssc.8s.:cccesa eee $95.00
Remi Glass Gompany ablGeert
ree $200.00
Route ld SA utomotivett. cin)...
eee $364.61
Sabil QASONSS .ssssishebeveiesdvresceeeccee
Me
eee $164.11

Sanel Auto: Parts c.cc.cccsteace ctecencbstetteces soccer $72.12
CATERPIBULAR LOA DER aiacoscskct-ccsccccsesortteenes $11,335.90
Biltersi% aster, fesccacescidd Ga
le eee
eee $55.26
Gowen, Excavators; Incuciscs..cete
ree nee $10,000.00

Northeast Tire Service, INc. .........:...ss.0ssseceseeee $1,260.00
Sabil’&Sonss[nGw.n eae

$20.64

HUBER D1400 GRADER .22.............ceccscccenssccccssveeens $9,380.45
Barker’ Steel <2:.4.avevurask
eee
$200.60
B-B. Chain 6.3. wens ais ya arias cures rears $540.00
Bs Wholesaletweiean ce
eerie $203.94
Cassavanty Keith swaens wert en eae
$350.00

Dyer’s Welding & Fabrication ................00 wee 120.00
Filter: (23.244) Acer ee ele eee
Howes Michdelxeganeueiecerk one

$71.44
$5,320.00

Jordan Equipment emcetenwcrcvae ere $138.44
Kelley MacKenzie Auto Parts, Inc. ..............0000. $23.06
Kevin'Bolash Welding.2:.ncretn- tence $744.00
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Kibby Equipments 44:4. ces 8a. c eee tae.
Northeast *TireServices In@en.ccanaienea case.’
Route. 1.18: Aatomotives...aeenee
ee
PAUL oe ONS scieree soviet wv ceva arrest raretoce tere

$156.16
$114.00

$623.81
$179.15
iEwinstate lire] nC savvrsccvteieter-cacetr
reverie
$432.00

W elles! factor Salvage. anacicsces
deck tinneee $163.85
OTHER EQUIPMENT & MAINTENANCE....... $7,470.38
Advance Auto, Parts2.h.43tc.vanieie
eee $14.97
AIRGAS ROS oscars
ini
one $179.77
AMAZONG COM Eis. crcc eee ear ter tent $140.77
ATCQintermational nace
Lee $756.00
Belictetes? nce
ee
Ae Rae Tete$39.90
Besaw holesaleyaaakaninn
owen tone oe. Gaeta
$364.86
Canadtisiardwareccyciiaeis Waist dn ee
$58.35
CICOLO CLONE. 1 semicon
tate iiesial ues une $150.00
EranZe [Dera
mcovsceeectam
creek veciccerns cs
$250.00
HOWeStriatice
ee
or
ce
eer
ee $240.00
Oe SLC PINeNe ery iCce weer miele rents ore $999.60

ee vineesOLaSiaW CIOING we. 2. cee ery. sacral a ss $1,932.00
SoD VeRO UIpMent, INCre
nese
hemes $228.04
Maine. OxVr, 4 fi. aie Esra o eee eee $935.00
Rand’s Doilt,Best Hardwaredrec-h
eee $403.19
Routes) ESA UtOmoOuve tcf actterencecssoshrcrrs.
cs tae $85.00
SabilPOl SONS, INC. se.
et, ea sc sescc het $161.46
Sane! Auto iPartsen
wee ecto ete ee $521.48
Searst.. 6 dye icy3d ees See ree detent e800, SEI
$9.99

FOTUN EAL

«. vicccshecadteteertentecercecstctraneness sotacntecttcscsteceer’ $2,128.91

AY ETITOG8 meine aterepestterrer err chi ni et ef oem Perey wee $106.50
OOMGIIIS TEGETSTHTE Go Ri Me setemaleanmen
RN An $1,600.00
Rangestout Best HatdWale:...1-.-0-...11---orke $422.41

MAINTENANCE MATERIALS ..........ccccccsssseveeees $33,170.36
Barrettslrucking.Co, nine (Salt); mereka nts $1,854.29
Garpilbincorporated, (Salt)ais
1. aise s,.+ 2 .oeash es $1,693.60
PETOUSOMMCUILVEITS 7; eacts Sesnccot neste cesccaerh aiachek $2,953.85

Henry L. Melanson (mulch hay)............:csssceseeeee $345.00
PIREANCUSINIES ING eee
eee ee $7,674.67

ary

‘The; PennseSaverac. saute.
ees.
WnitediRentals* tee. cnc
WarremSandx&:Gravele

$88.00

ec iccavicecavsneagel
nae $1,145.20
css csccaiesceass eens $17,415.75

SHOP: EX PENSE viscsciscivcsesccsecsvcsscooascosaaeebecsaneicans $6,843.19
Brian Weeks'Blecthic (LLC 1. so ccasceeeiees $805.25
Canaan Hardwares..
anise
ce
eee $172.30
CarrolisConeretens.

Aw

Dead! RiversGompany ieee

PHITDOIDEE OMMIUNICANONS
Monroe: Repaits®

oe.

eee $1,500.00

encase eer

0) ayes. cee

oti sane

$946.04

$869.96
$1,200.00

N: Haklectrici ooperativerne aes
se) ores $1,349.64
CONTRAGTED :SERVICES weisicccsscocsccocsssscetiocteas $16,687.20
AlbStatestAsnhalt inci aes uate $16,037.20

Michath Howes
hi
eee ee
ae
ae $500.00
Razortidliascavation, eter
a ee $150.00

Lae

Road Agent’s Report
2010
The Dorchester Highway Department remains
committed to maintaining the + 30 miles of town roads at
a level that will allow residents and visitors alike to
travel safely and efficiently, while still keeping a
watchful eye on the “budget.” This has been
accomplished with the help of Treasurer Brian Howe
acting as “purchasing agent” to obtain the best prices on
material, tools and equipment. Also, in-house
accountability procedures have been implemented such
as the completion of accountability pre-trip sheets, which
record the condition prior to operation; maintenance
performed; and fuel consumption for each piece of
equipment.
Dorchester roads suffered damage during a February 25,

2010, snow/wind event. FEMA identified seven sites in
need of mitigation for which the town received funding.
FEMA also provided reimbursement funds for debris
cleanup. One of the areas identified for mitigation
involved drainage around the Town Common. The
Highway Department worked with Buildings and
Grounds as well as the Historic District Commission to
bring the Town Common back to its original dimensions,
while still addressing the ongoing issue of drainage.
FEMA representatives recommended the ditching of the
west side of North Dorchester Road extending from
Cummins Pond Road to NH Route 118, filled with trap

rock, “rip-Rap.” This issue will need to be readdressed

Ag.

in 2011, as debris collecting in the ditch is preventing
drainage.
The winter sand bid was awarded and the sand delivered

by the end of July.
A July 21, 2010 wind storm caused a great deal of
damage; power was knocked out and roads blocked by
numerous downed trees. The damage extended from the
Wentworth/Dorchester town line to Walker Drive. Town
Line Pond Road was severely impacted with many
downed trees; one tree came down on the vehicle of

resident Wayne Comeau, damaging his truck and sending
him to the hospital. Cheever Road and the North Groton
Road also suffered damage from downed trees. The
Highway Department along with volunteers worked
nonstop to clear the roads.
As Dorchester has always had numerous gravel roads,
and with the increased cost of petroleum products
making paving cost prohibitive, the Highway Department
adopted a policy of no longer “cutting” the roads, but one
of adding material and preventing the loss of material.
Early in August, the Highway Department implemented
a process by which gravel roads are graded, sprayed with
liquid calcium chloride, and then compacted by rolling.
Although this process cannot be conducted “in house”, it
does provide the desired results; the “fines” remain a part
of the road’s material base, binding it together instead of
being blown or washed away. This process was used on
a portion of the North Dorchester Road from “school
house flat” and “Manley Flat” to Clough Road as well as
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Town House Road, Old North Dorchester Road and
Cummins Pond Road.

The Road Agent attended a two-day “Grader Training”
Workshop in September.
The Select Board agreed to expend some of the
reimbursement funds received from FEMA to purchase a
used front-end loader. The decision was based upon the
following:
e The need for extensive work on the “CAT”
Backhoe/Loader as result of being used for both
summer and winter work. Having it refurbished
and using it primarily LOK summer work would
extend its life.
e A front-end loader is much more suited for winter
work, including loading trucks with sand,
maintaining the winter sand pile and pushing back
snow.
The Dorchester Highway Department has been very
involved this year with projects that may not necessarily
be considered as “Highway Maintenance.” The Highway
Department assisted in the installation of the generators
purchased through the Homeland Security, Emergency
Management, NH Generator Grant. The Road Agent,
Select Board and grant writer, Steve Iacuzzi

accompanied FEMA representatives on a tour of road
projects identified in applications for Hazard Mitigation
Grants. As of the writing of this report, the town has
been awarded a mitigation grant for Cheever Road. The
scope of the work includes the replacement of eight
culverts designed to improve the drainage system so that
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it will adequately handle the water and prevent future
washouts. Although the entire scope of the work
identified in the grant cannot be performed by the
Highway Department, much of the Town’s portion of the
75%/25% grant match will be covered by “in kind”
service provided by the Highway Department. With the
very real possibility of receiving additional grants, the
Dorchester Highway Department will be very busy in
2011:
If you require anything regarding town roads, please call
the Highway Garage and leave a message (786-2385), I
will return your call as soon as I am able.
Respectfully submitted,
George C. Conkey, II
Road Agent
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DORCHESTER
PLANNING BOARD 2010
In 2010, unlike in 2009, the Planning Board saw little activity

regarding minor subdivisions other than the state’s approval
of Lot # 15-932 in January.

We found ourselves, however,

immersed in other, equally challenging activities. The Board
considered such aspects of planning as nonconforming lots,
voluntary lot mergers, subdivision definitions, driveway
regulations, and the revision of the Master Plan.
At the January 13, 2010 meeting the Board began considering
the ramifications of a nonconforming lot. Dorchester’s Land
Use Regulations Ordinance provides that a lot created for
building purposes shall be two acres for each principal use
and that the area shall not include wetlands or sloped areas of
greater than 20%. It also requires that the soil types will
support the uses for which the lot is intended. Further, such
lots must have a minimum of 200 feet of frontage on a Class 5
or better road. Further information regarding accepted uses,
lot standards, and the like may be found in Dorchester’s Land
Use Regulations Ordinance, which may be requested of the
town’s Secretary. The lot in question constituted an illegal
subdivision, as it cannot be accessed by a Class 5 or better
road. The matter had not yet been fully resolved as of
December 31, 2010.

Following the March election, the Planning Board welcomed
John Morrissey as a member of the Board and Bob Green as
an alternate.

Patricia Franz was elected as Chairman; William

Trought, who agreed to continue as Dorchester’s
representative to the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional
Planning Commission, was elected as Vice Chairman, and

Linda Landry as Secretary. Artie Burdette was appointed by
the Board of Selectmen as the Selectmen’s Representative.
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There were three requests for voluntary mergers of lots during
the past year. Under RSA 674:39-a, “Any owner of 2 or more
contiguous approved or subdivided lots or parcels who wishes
to merge them for municipal regulation and taxation purposes
may do so by applying to the planning board or its designee.”
As all three requests met the appropriate criteria, they were
approved by the Planning Board and sent on to the Board of
Selectmen for final approval.

In June the Board began discussing suggestions made by the
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission
regarding the subdivision definitions. The Board later
discussed Lyme’s and Orford’s subdivision definitions for
comparison. The members of the Planning Board will need to
finalize the revisions of the definitions and hold a public
hearing regarding those changes in the near future.
At the August meeting the Planning Board discussed concerns
raised by two residents regarding Section IV (k) of the Town
of Dorchester Driveway Regulations, “Any proposed
driveways in a historic district will be reviewed by the
Historic District Commission. A copy of the Commission’s
findings will be submitted with the permit application and
their recommendations will be satisfied at the completion of
the driveway.” A similar line in the Historic District
Commission’s regulations reflects this requirement.
According to RSA 676:9,II, a historic district commission has
the authority to make recommendations to a planning board
regarding the impact of a proposed subdivision or site plan in
an historic district.

Much of our time this year was spent on various aspects of
revising the Master Plan. Work on the Master Plan began in
the spring. Christine Walker, Executive Director, and
Michael McCrory, Senior Planner, of the Upper Valley Lake

Sunapee Regional Planning Commission (hereinafter RPC)
attended the May Planning Board meeting. As the current

Master Plan was adopted in 1981 (with the assistance of the
RPC), and as the ability to access grants regarding various
concerns raised by the Planning Board depends upon the
legitimacy of the Master Plan as a working document, the
Board was aware of the need to bring the plan up to date. Ms.
Walker and Mr. McCrory agreed to submit an outline of tasks
along with sample surveys for board members to peruse.
In order to obtain public involvement in the development of
the Master Plan, several meetings (beginning in July) were
devoted to creating and disseminating a survey. The RPC
devised a working draft, which the Planning Board tweaked in
order to make it more applicable to Dorchester. After further
review the survey was finalized and mailed to property
owners and renters on September 13. Of the 316 mailed out,
93 were returned, a healthy 29 % return. Upon review of
information provided at subsequent meetings, which included
approximate costs should the Planning Board avail itself of
the assistance of the RPC, it was decided that the Planning
Board could complete many of the given tasks in house and
would also be better suited to produce a document more
specific to the town. The next tasks of the Planning Board
include setting up and holding a public forum in order to
receive input for the Vision Statement, an integral part of the

Master Plan and analyzing, with the help of the RPC, the
survey results. The analysis was one area with which
Planning Board members felt they needed outside assistance,
and for which the Planning Board has requested financial
funding by the Board of Selectmen. It was decided to hold
the public forum after the March 2011 Town Meeting.
As an adjunct to the Master Plan process and in the interest of
long-term planning, the Planning Board discussed the possible
positive economic impact of the development of trail systems
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for running, walking, and cross-country skiing. Further
discussions of this topic are expected in the future.

Please note that the Planning Board has changed its meeting
times for 2011, from 7:00 PM to 7:15 PM on the second
Wednesday of each month. The public is always welcome to
attend. Should you have any questions, please contact the

Planning Board Secretary at 523-7119 or by e-mail at
townofdorchester@earthlink.net.
Respectfully submitted,
Dorchester Planning Board

Dorchester
Planning Board Meetings
2nd Wednesdays ~ 7:15 P.M.
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Dorchester Emergency Management

Report ~ 2010
It has been a very active 2010 for your Dorchester’s
Emergency Management services. But, what is the role of
Emergency Management! Emergency Management 1s
responsible for coordinating the planning for, responding to
and recovery from natural and manmade disaster. This
includes natural disasters such as hurricanes, floods and
severe winter storms, and human-caused disasters, such as

nuclear power plant accidents or chemical spills. In our
Homeland Security function, the Dorchester Emergency
Management team participates and works with the State
HSEM Bureau on planning and training to prepare for
terrorist attacks.
Our state Homeland Security Emergency Management
Bureau is part of the New Hampshire Department of Safety
and is the state-level equivalent of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. But, emergencies occur every day and

the vast majority of them are handled at the local level by
police, firefighters and emergency medical personnel. In
Dorchester, our services are contracted from agencies outside
of Dorchester. This has implications that have expanded the
need to expand the emergency management role to
accomplish a more efficient and accurate planning with these
outside agencies.
The most immediate and troubling issue in 2010 was the
condition that when a Dorchester resident requested assistance
by dialing 911 from their residence’s phone number that the
caller information displayed at the dispatch center console
maybe incorrect. There were some incidents indicating the
caller to be in Rochester, Rumney or Canaan and not

Dorchester. This was obviously not acceptable. In response to
this situation with an ongoing dialogue between the
te

Supervisor of NH911 and EMD Burdette, the NH911
database of telephone numbers was verified for accuracy.
Errors were corrected. Authorized sample test calls via 911
were performed to verify accuracy.
After verifying the accuracy of the NH911 database, there
was a test of Fairpoint’s account database. Having personal
knowledge of an error that Fairpoint has “Rochester” instead
of “Dorchester” in there database, a direct liaison with the NH

President of Fairpoint was established. Corrections were
made. However, I can not verify that all Fairpoint/Dorchester
listings are correct. It is requested that every Dorchester
resident contact your Fairpoint Customer Service and ask
these questions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Verify name on account
Verify SERVICE Address on account
Verify 911 address on account
Verify billing address on account
Verify ALL accounts are “DORCHESTER” not
Rochester or other.

After moving forward with Fairpoint and NH911, the NH911
mapping of our Town has been completed. After over a year
of working with NH911 mapping representative, NH911 GPS
coordinators and edit after edit, Dorchester 911 Liaison Linda

Landry and EMD Arthur Burdette have approved and
presented to the Select Board for acceptance an accurate
product ready for print.
With the updates to our NH911 mapping, an informational
meeting is planned in 2011 with all emergency service
agencies supporting our Town. The new accurate mapping
will be a tool for emergency responders. °

Emergency Management also involves disaster recovery. In
late February and early March of 2010, all of Grafton County
was declared a disaster area as a result of heavy rain and wind
damage. Dorchester’s EM team, Homeland Security and
Emergency Management Representative Paul Hatch and
FEMA mitigation officer Robert Rudy assessed the damage.
Applications were filed for financial reimbursement. As a
result Dorchester received over $21,000.00 dollars in

FEMA

disaster reimbursement monies.
Besides damage relief, Emergency management is being
prepared. The Town applied and successfully received the
following grant assistance to accomplish our goals.
HSEM Hazard Mitigation Plan

$8,000.00

NH Emergency Operation Plan Guide

$8,000.00

NH EMD Base Radio Station

$7,000.00

HSEM Generator Town hall

$17,618.14

HSEM Generator Town Office

$13,817.00

Emergency Management is mitigating problems. The Town
has applied and is hopeful of receiving the following grant
assistance to mitigate flooding /road problems.
HSEM Hazard Mitigation / N Dorchester Rd Sec
HSEM Hazard Mitigation / N Dorchester Rd Sec

HSEM Hazard Mitigation/Cheever Road

$376,788.00

The Town has also applied for the following grant assistance
to mitigate flooding/ road problems.

me

HSEM Hazard Mitigation

Old N Dorchester Rd
submitted
$84,576.00
The Town has applied and is resubmitting the following grant
assistance to mitigate road and bridge problems.
HSEM Hazard

Mitigation
Province Road

re-submitted | $518,205.75

The Town has applied for the following grant assistance to
renovate Town Historical schoolhouse.

,

NH Moose

Plate
School House

re-submitted |$10,000.00

Thus far we have applied for approximately $1,300,000.00 for
mitigation and preparedness purposes.
We have been very aggressive in applying for grants. We are
also very fortunate to have the services of our grant writers,
Catalina Consulting, Inc of Canaan, NH. Steve and Catey
lacuzzi have been extremely resourceful, competent and
professional while in providing their service to our Town.
Be safe!

Respectfully Submitted,
Arthur Burdette

Emergency Management Director
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Animal Control Officer’s Report
Another year has passed and a huge thank you goes out to all
the residents of Dorchester for their continued efforts of being
responsible pet owners.
2010 has, yet again, proved to be a trying year for all; some
have suffered severely while others have adjusted. I have had
several occasions where I have had to deal with the challenges
of neglected pets, abandoned pets and the inhumane disposal
of animals as well. The reality of it all 1s heart wrenching,
with blame falling on economic issues rather than owner
neglect.

I have had the privilege of this position for a number of years
now and I thoroughly enjoy what I do. Unfortunately, my job
is more challenging due to more regulations and as the
makeup of our town changes.
I will continue to maintain communication with our residents
and I hope that the residents of Dorchester will continue to
put their trust and faith in me to do my job.

There are many programs and resources available to anyone
that is in need. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you
have any questions, because you never know what is
available. Thank you again for your continued cooperation.

Respectfully Submitted,
Cookie Hebert
ACO Town of Dorchester
603-523-7803
cookienh@aol.com
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DORCHESTER HISTORIC DISTRICT
COMMISSION
2010 ANNUAL REPORT
Dorchester Historic District Commission (DHDC) members were
appointed by the Select Board and began meetings in May with the
election of officers. Members were Sandy Green (Chairman), Betty
Trought (Vice-Chairman), Martha Walker (Secretary), Bob Pon (resident
of the District), Regina Rinaldo, Sherman Hallock (Select Board
representative), and Patricia Franz (Planning Board representative).
Elizabeth Houghton joined later in the year as an alternate, serving in the
winter season absence of Bob Pon.

The DHDC filed one non-compliance finding with the Select Board
regarding the roof pitch of the garage attached to the Hallock residence,
approved an application for a raised wooden patio behind the Hallock
residence, approved the Select Board request for a generator at the Town
Hall, approved a Select Board request for the burial of a new propane tank
at the Town Hall, and approved an application for a replacement gate a the
Kahn property.
In a concentrated effort to finalize a draft revision of the Regulations
began by the Commission during the prior year, meetings were held every
two weeks in addition to two half-day workshops. The Chair had one
meeting with the town attorney to put forth legal questions and obtain a
review and advice regarding proposed revisions as of the end of August.
The Commission also completed a review of the Ordinance and made a
recommendation to the Select Board for a Warrant Article.

An extensive review of the Regulations has been accomplished with final
review needed before scheduling a public hearing. A significant
accomplishment was the clarification of the difference between the
Ordinance (those articles passed by vote at the annual Town Meetings)
and the Regulations (the implementation of the authority granted through
ordinances, including compliance with State of New Hampshire statutory
regulations). Regulations are established by the DHDC after input through
a public hearing.
All members are to be commended for their personal dedication of time
and attention to the revision deliberations of the DHDC Regulations. The
public is encouraged to attend meetings. The Select Board generously
provided the expert services of Linda Landry to record in detail the
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meeting minutes, reporting to the Commission Secretary, Martha Walker.
All minutes are available in a binder at the Selectmen's Office for public
review.
The Commission recommends that the goals of the next Commission
include: (1) hold a public hearing of Regulation revisions and finalize
them, (2) establish clear written procedures for the execution of the
responsibilities of the Commission, and (3) install a plaque indicating the
center of the District. Citizens are encouraged to apply to the Select Board
for consideration for appointment for next term. Broad community input is
vital to the continued success of Dorchester's Historic District, which we

believe is unique in the state for having preserved a reflection ofhistoric
small town New Hampshire.

Respectfully submitted,
Sandra Green, Chairman
Dorchester Historic District Commission
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Upper Valley Lake Sunapee
Regional Planning Commission
The Commission is one of nine regional planning commission in New
Hampshire created to coordinate all aspects of planning, act as a liaison
between local and state/federal agencies and provide advisory technical
assistance on land use issues. We serve 27 communities from Piermont to
Charleston along the Connecticut River and from Wilmot to Washington
to the east.
.

Over the past year the Commission has built a professional well trained
staff in order to better address the needs that are important to the long-term
sustainability of the communities within the region.
Revenue for the Commission was $932,430.04 for FY10. About 15% of
last year’s revenue was received through local contracts with
municipalities over and above dues, demonstrating the need and value of
services. Currently, 93% of the municipalities within the region are
members of the Commission. About 15% of Commission revenue comes
from the Unified Planning Work Program utilizing Federal Highway
Administration funding through the NH Department of Transportation.
Other state and federal funding sources include USDA Rural
Development, EPA funding distributed through NH Department of
environmental Services, DEMA through the NH Department of Safety —
Homeland Security and emergency Management and 2% of the
Commission revenue was received from the NH Office of Energy and
Planning.
|
Just under 11% of the budget is supported by local dues from
municipalities. In FY 10 member communities and counties provided
membership dues that allowed the Commission to leverage approximately

$450,000 in federal funding.
The Commission consists of representatives appointed by the leadership of
each member municipality or county. Each municipality that is a member
of the Commission is entitled to 2 representatives to the Commission.
Municipalities with a population of over 10,000 but less than 25,000 is
entitled to have 3 representatives on the Commission (Claremont, Lebanon
and Hanover currently). In Dorchester, William Trought currently
represents your community.

The Commission was engaged in over 50 projects within the region this
year and has increased its capacity to serve the communities of the region.
Some of the work affecting your community:
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Co-facilitated monthly meetings of the Grafton-Coos
County Regional Coordinating Council for Community
Transportation. Reviewed consultant report on feasibility
of transportation operations. Provided 2004 Dialysis
Transport Study conducted in VT to Grafton-Coos RCC
chair and reviewed reports for Transport Central Feasibility
advisory. Created directory of transportation services for
the region.
Provided the region with a summary fact sheet regarding
legal notification requirements to dam owners and the
NHDES Dam Bureau

Conducted research and technical assistance for
Dorchester regarding Historic District designation.
Organized region-wide forum to discuss workforce housing
issues and opportunities held in Grantham.
Developed an education program for backyard farming best
management practices with principal funding from the TriState Connecticut River Water Quality Project.
Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center Pharmacy donated
services of a pharmacist to identify and catalog the
medicines and interns to collect the materials from the
residents’ cars during household hazardous waste
collections. The Police Department of the host
municipalities (Lebanon and Newbury) provided the legally
required coverage.
Confirm lands critical to water supply protection ID tools
that may enhance water supply protection (Smart Growth
and Low Impact Development LID) the Commission
created Smart Growth and Water Protection Fact Sheets
and conducted a workshop to share the products.
Created fact sheets, “Put Your Sidewalk and Driveway on a
Low-Salt Diet” which is geared to the homeowner and
addresses the problem with salt, safer alternatives to salt,

and how to reduce the need for any de-icer, worksheets are
aimed at municipalities.
The UVLSRPC provided a public training session focused
on municipal public works departments. Guest speakers
included Ken Daniels, Enfield DPW Director and NH
Public Works Association, Doug Bechtel, Director of
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Conservation Science for the Nature Conservancy; and
Stephen Gray, retired from NH Department of
Transportation Public Works and Water Quality.
The Commission is working collaboratively with other
RPCs and UNH/GRANIT to collect baseline information
on broadband access and availability in New Hampshire.
The first phase of data collection involved a survey of all
Community Anchor Institution (schools, colleges, libraries,
hospitals/health care facilities, public safety entities,

government buildings, and other community support
facilities.) This information, along with coverage maps
from the State’s 70-plus Internet Service Providers, will be
used to develop an on-line interactive map of New
Hampshire’s broadband Internet availability. The New
Hampshire work will be merged with that of all United
States and its territorie3s, into a national broadband map,
identifying areas that are served, unserved or underserved
by broadband Internet.
The Commission successfully received Energy Efficiency
Conservation Block Grant funding to provide technical
assistance for municipalities that includes energy Master
Plan chapters, Inventories for facilities/fleets etc. to
determine highest costs to municipalities, prioritization
processes to assist communities in identifying best use of
funds, updating CIPs to include energy efficiency project,
conducting energy policy audits, and general technical
assistance and grant development for projects.

We are currently designing a database-driven website that will
allow the public to search their community and learn about projects
or initiatives taking place in their community, search master plans,
ordinances and regulations, have access to meeting minutes,
agendas and information on an ongoing basis and find up to date
information about resources and Commission business. We are
very excited about this project and look forward to notifying you
when completed.
Respectfully submitted,
Christine Walther, Executive Director
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2010 Annual Report
In 2010 the District continued its cooperative efforts to promote waste
reduction, increase recycling, and to provide residents with a means of
properly disposing of their household hazardous waste (HHW).
The
District’s 2010 HHW collections were very successful. Two collections
were held, one in Littleton and the other in Plymouth. Over 250 vehicles
were tallied at the two events, an increase of over 30% from 2009.

In

addition to the waste brought by residents,
a number of communities
were able to dispose of waste that had been collected at their facilities over
the past year. Total costs for the program were $26,756. The District was
awarded a grant from the State of NH for $5,230 and received $768 from
non-residents and small businesses to cover their participation costs. This
brought the net expenditure for the two collections to $20,758 (a cost of
$.67 per resident). A table highlighting HHW collection data since 2006
is below.
Revenue
NHDES

et

HHW

Costs

Grant

$7,300

from

Expendit

nonDistrict
eta

ures

52,870

2006 - 2010 HHW Collection Data
* Note in 2009, the District took part in North Country Council’s HHW program and
was assessed $15,428 based on our participation numbers.

In 2011, the District will once again hold collections in Littleton and
Plymouth. Dates are tentatively set for Sunday, August 28" in Littleton
and Saturday September 24" in Plymouth. The District takes great effort
to provide these collection programs in a cost effective means, but the
reality is that they are very expensive to hold (over 80% of our 2011
budget is targeted for HHW expenditures). At the same time, the State of
NH’s HHW grant program is under increasing funding pressure and there
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is no guarantee grants funds will be available in this or future years.
Individual residents can help keep our disposal costs down, save
themselves a few dollars, and reduce the toxicity of the environment by
remembering a few ofthese helpful tips; Buy only what you need. If you
have leftover product, properly store it so it will last. Use biological
controls and organic products for pests and diseases in the garden when
feasible. Apply chemical pesticides only as a last resort and be sure to
follow the directions on the label. Lastly, air-dry your leftover latex paint.
When completely dried, latex paint maybe disposed of in your household
trash.

It cannot be stated enough how fortunate the District is to have some of
the best recycling programs in the State along with some of the most
knowledgeable and innovative facility operators and committee members.
If at any time an individual community needs assistance in regards to their
solid waste/recycling program, please contact the District at 838-6822 or
by email at dwoods@ncia.net.
If towns need financial assistance for
making improvements to their recycling program they should contact NH
the Beautiful.
NH the Beautiful offers grant opportunities to NH
communities to help with the purchase of recycling equipment. Grants
may total up to one-half of the purchase price on such things as balers,
roll-off containers, collections bins, or other equipment that will assist a
town in achieving a higher diversion rate. More information on the grant
program is available at www.nhthebeautiful.org.
As always, citizens interested in participating in the development of the
District’s programs are welcome to attend the District’s meetings.
Information regarding the place and time of the meetings is available at all
municipal offices and recycling centers.

Respectively Submitted,
Robert Berti, Chairman
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District
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Report to the People of District One

By
Ray Burton, Councilor District One

Writing this report to the citizens of District One is always an
interesting undertaking to try to condense on one page a quick
look at where your NH St6ate government might be headed in
2011 and the years ahead.
There have been significant changes tn the membership of the
Legislature and Executive Council at the NH State House.
This coupled with a serious lack of money to accomplish
basic needs as currently being delivered will certainly present
challenges for NH House and Senate members. My
suggestion is to stay in close touch with your local Senators
and House Members. To find your local State Senator and
House Members go to:
http://gencourt.state.nh.us/house/members/wml.aspx
Another good source for information is your local library or
Town/City Clerk’s Office.

This is the planning year for the 10 year transportation plan.
Highway, rail, aviation, and public transportation projects are
all a part of the hearing process that the five Executive
Council members will be holding. Hearings are held in each
of our Districts. Local information from the area regional
planning commissions is key to having successful projects
included in the proposed plan which is delivered by law to the
Governor’s desk by December 15, 2011 and then by law to
the NH House and Senate by January 2012.

[ cannot emphasize enough the urging of local to volunteer for
the dozens of volunteer boards and commissions which the
Governor and Council are required to find individuals to serve
on. Fora list of those commissions go to:
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http://www.sos.nh.gov/redbook/index.htm. If you are
interested in serving, send your letter of interest and resume to
Jennifer Kuzma, Governor’s Office, 107 North Main Street,
Concord, NH 03301. Tel: 603 271-2121

There are three District Health Councils in District One that
meet 2 times a year to hear directly from the Commissioner of
Health and Human Services. If you are interested in being
added to this list send your email address to me at

As always, my office has a supply of NH Constitutions,
official tourist maps and other information about the
Executive Council. I am always available to speak with local
groups.

It is an honor to represent your region.
ga

Raymond S. Burton
338 River Road
Bath, NH 03740
Tel. (603) 747-3662
Car Phone (603) 481-0863
E-mail: ray.burton@mytairpoint.net
Executive Councilor
District One

MASCOMA VALLEY HEALTH
INITIATIVE
Representative on the Board of Directors
Betty Ann Trought ~ Dorchester

We want to thank the Town of Dorchester for recognizing the
need for public health at the local level and for your past
financial support. As we continue to fulfill our mission and
_ expand our programming, we ask for your consideration of
our agency’s request for funding or 2011.
Agency Description: MVHI is a nonprofit public health
organization serving the Upper Valley of New Hampshire.
Our goal is to protect and promote the health of our
community. MVHI was formed in 2001 by the Turning Point
Initiative, a program funded by the Robert Wood Johnson and
W.K. Kellogg Foundations to transform the nation’s public
health system. We began with the mission of improving the
health of the residents of five rural Mascoma Valley towns,
and have grown to serve the towns of Canaan, Cornish,
Dorchester, Enfield, Grafton, Grantham, Hanover, Lebanon,
Lyme, Orange, Orford, Piermont and Plainfield.

As of 2010, MVHI supports programming in the areas of core
public health service and substance abuse prevention. MVHI
serves as the New Hampshire Immunization Program regional
site. We are also implementing a federally-funded rural
health planning grant, the Upper Valley Healthy Community
Program, with the goal of improving rural access to primary
care and preventive health services. MVHI is implementing |
two substance abuse prevention initiatives in the Mascoma
Valley towns of Canaan, Enfield, Dorchester, Grafton, and
Orange:

1) The Indian River Youth 2 Youth after-school program,
and
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2) MVHI serves as coordinating agency for the Mascoma
Valley Prevention Network, a developing community-

based substance abuse prevention coalition focused on
reducing youth alcohol and drug abuse.
MVHI is operated by a Board of Directors made up of
professionals with experience in health care, education, town
government, law enforcement and human services. Our
Board represents a number of prominent local and regional
organizations including Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical
Center, Dartmouth Medical School, the Children’s Hospital at
Dartmouth, Alice Peck Day Memorial Hospital, and local

business and government.
MVHI has built strong collaboration with school
administrators and teachers; local police, fire and emergency
management officials; corporations and small business
owners; health care and emergency management officials:
corporations and small business owners; health care

providers, community and school nurses; academics and
researchers; town officials; mental health and substance abuse
professionals; and leaders of regional hospitals and
community service agencies. Our goal is to partner with
community members and organizations who share our
commitment to community health, to build a strong and
effective public health system that serves the needs of the
residents of the Upper Valley.

Programs:
1) Immunization:

As the Upper Valley coordinating
organization for the “New Hampshire Immunization
Initiative” our goals are to: 1) improve immunization
coverage for the entire population (children,
adolescents, and adults); 2) assess regional
immunization capacity, needs, and gaps in coverage,
3) support regional emergency preparedness and
response, and 4) encourage immunization best
practices.
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During the 2009/2010 school year, MVHI helped organize
school-based H! NI vaccination clinics. This included
Dorchester children and staff at Canaan Elementary School,
Indian River School and Mascoma Valley Regional High
School. [# vaccinated: CES, 105 students and 5 staff; IRS,
144 students; MVRHS, 62 students]

During the 2010/2011 school year, MVHI will provide schoolbased seasonal flu vaccinations to students and staff in all
SAU #62 schools.
In October of 2009, MVHI, in partnership with Dartmouth
Medical School, sponsored free public Flu vaccination clinics
at the Enfield Community Center. These clinics were
scheduled for October and November of 2010 as well.

2) Rural Health Planning: In Spring 2010, MVHI
received a one-year planning grant from the US Health
Resources and Services Administration to conduct a
rural health needs assessment. The goal of the Upper
Valley Healthy Community Project is to determine the
priority health needs of the thirteen New Hampshire
Upper Valley communities, identify the barriers to
accessing services, and develop creative partnerships
to meet those needs.
At least two meetings to gain community input were held for
Mascoma Valley residents in September 2010;
Benefits to the residents of Dorchester include community _
member input into a regional rural health needs assessment;
potential benefits will accrue if MVHI is successful in
receiving a follow-on Rural Health Network Development
Grant, which would support implementation of projects to
improve access to health and health-related services for the
residents of Dorchester, along with other Upper Valley towns.

3) Indian River Youth 2 Youth Program: MVHI
implements the Indian River Youth 2 Youth (Y2Y)
after-school program. Y2Y 1s a substance abuse
prevention program that involves youth in
understanding the impact of advertising, public
policies, and community attitudes about alcohol and
drug use on young people’s choices to use or not use.
They become aware of their environment and work to
make it a healthier place for themselves and their
“67:

peers. Y2Y launched in March 2010 with fourteen
(14) fifth- through seventh-graders; as of October 18,
2010, 21 youth have signed up to participate during he
2010/2011 school year.
e

e

We have yet to have youth from Dorchester participate in the
program. If there are barriers to such participation, we are
happy to work with parents and officials in the Town to
address them.
|
Y2Y participants are interested in doing prevention education
activities with students at the Canaan Elementary School
during the school year, potentially providing an additional
benefit to children in Dorchester.

4) Mascoma Valley Prevention Network: MVPN is a
growing community-based substance abuse prevention
coalition with leadership support from MVHI,
Dartmouth Hitchcock, Bridges to Prevention Regional
Network, Mascoma Valley Regional School District,
and West Central Behavioral Health. Coalition
membership currently includes representatives of local
law enforcement agencies, civic organizations, Indian
River Parent Teacher Student Association (PTSA),

elected officials, and parents. The goal of the coalition
is to increase the age at which young people in our
communities begin drinking alcoholic beverages and
using illicit drugs. MVPN has established the
following objectives for the coming year:
e

e

Educate adults, especially parents and liquor
licensees/retailers, about the harm caused by alcohol and drug
abuse and the laws that effect us all;
Provide information and resources for parents who want to

prevent their teens and pre-teens from starting to use alcohol
and drugs; and

e

Support those parents concerned that their child may already
be using alcohol or drugs.

All MVPN activities, described below, will be available to

residents of Dorchester:
= Engage beer/wine retailers in providing education to
customers about the dangers of underage alcohol use
and the associated laws through a monthly set of
aby
hc

«

=

posters and materials liquor licensees/retailers may
post the hand out to customers;
Provide up to date and emerging information on the
MVHI website that is geared to youth, parents, and
the community at large.
Host a monthly Parent Night at the Indian River
Middle School (or other local venue) that provides
local parents the opportunity to gain new information,
share concerns with other parents, and develop skills
for effective parenting relative to preventing alcohol
and drug use by their children.

5) General Public Health Involvement: MVHI staff
participate on numerous committees and work groups
throughout the Upper Valley to provide expertise,
coordinate resources, and look for opportunities to
further meet the needs of the people in our service
area, This includes the Upper Valley All Health
Hazards Regional Coordinating Committee, the HEAL
Committee (Healthy Eating/Active Living), and

Mascoma Valley Regional School District Wellness
Committee.
Other Support:
MVHI’s programs are largely supported by grants, although
we do receive some income from individual donations and
private foundations, such as the NH Charitable Foundation.
Our immunization program is funded through the New
Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services, New
Hampshire Immunization Program. The Upper Valley
Healthy Community Project is supported by the US
Department of Health and Human Services, Health Resources
and Services Administration. Indian River Youth 2 Youth
and the Mascoma Valley Prevention Network are supported

by the State of New Hampshire and the NH Charitable
Foundation via contracts with the Bridges to Prevention
Regional Network.
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In order to continue developing programs and services for
Dorchester, and our other Upper Valley towns, it is essential
that MVHI secure unrestricted funds to support program
development, operating expenses, and mission-related
projects not covered by grant funding. Your contribution
sustains us and allows us to develop new approaches to
encourage healthy choices, delivering outreach, information
and community health education, and building coalitions to
engage the community in solving our public health problems.
I look forward to meeting with you at your convenience. As
we continue to deliver services and expand our programming,
we thank the Town of Dorchester for your thoughtful
consideration of our request for financial support. Please
contact me if you have any questions or require any additional
information.

Sincerely,
Hhice R. Ely, MPH
Interim Executive Director
Contact Information
Alice R. Ely, Interim Executive Director
P.O. Box 102
1192 Route 4 E-5 Main Street
Canaan, NH 03741

Email: alice.ely@mvhi-.org
Phone: (603) 523-7100
Fax:
(603) 523-7113
Website: www.MVHLorg

Staff

Alice R. Ely

Interim Executive Director

Martin Downs, MPH

Public Health Program Director

Edward Ihejirika, MPH
Brian Woods, MBA

Program Coordinator
Business Administrator

Board of Directors
William Boyle, MD (Hanover) -- Chair, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
Nancy DuMont (White River Junction) -- Vice Chair, Alice Peck Day Memoria] Hospital
Steve Darrow (Grafton) — Treasurer, Grafton Select Board
Sadie McKinney (Canaan) — Secretary, Mascoma Savings Bank

David Beaufait, MD (Enfield) —- Doctors Who Care
Richard A. Crate, Jr. (Enfield) — Enfield Chief of Police
Pat Danielson (Canaan)

Lorry Kenton (Hanover) — Parish Nurse, Lyme
Jeanne Minasian (Orange)
Marion Pawlek (West Lebanon)
Betty Ann Trought (Dorchester)
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TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY
ACTION PROGRAM INC.
CAP Community Contact Office
41 School Street
Ashland, NH 03217

Phone:

968-3560 ~ FAX:

968-7381

Tri-County Community Action Program is a private, nonprofit agency that provides a Community Contact Division
located in Ashland. Community Contact provides Fuel
Assistance, Weatherization, Homeless Funds (Rental, energy
assistance, furnace cleanings), and State-Wide Electric
Assistance Program. Community Contact provides these and
other necessary services for the less fortunate citizens in your
town and surrounding vicinities.
The following is a report of services provided in fiscal year 2009-20 10:

Services Provided

Dollar Amount

Fuel Assistance (Includes 2.Emergencies)
Weatherization
Homeless Funds (Rental, Energy Assist., Furnace Clean)

State-Wide Electric Asst. Program

/1
|

$26,269.00
$5,180.00
$400.00

$11,933.00

THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF
TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION,
THE CITIZENS OF DORCHESTER HAVE
RECEIVED A TOTAL OF

$43,782.00
between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2010
This represents an increase of
$8,244.00 from the previous year.
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GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR

CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT 2010
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. 1s a private
nonprofit organization that provides programs and services to
support the health and well being of our communities’ older
citizens. The Council’s programs enable elderly individuals
to remain independent in their own homes and communities
for as long as possible.

The Council operates eight senior centers in Plymouth,
Littleton, Canaan, Lebanon, Bristol, Orford, Haverhill and

Lincoln; operates adult in-home care from offices in Lebanon
and Haverhill; and sponsors the Grafton County ServiceLink
Resource Center and RSVP and the Volunteer Center.
Through the centers, ServiceLink and RSVP, older adults and
their families take part in a range of community-based long
term services including home delivered meals, community
dining programs, transportation, counseling, elder care,
chore/home repair services, recreational and educational
programs, and volunteer opportunities.

During 2010, 20 older residents of Dorchester were served by
one or more of the Council’s programs offered through the
Plymouth Regional Senior Center, the Mascoma Area Senior
Center, adult in-home care or ServiceLink:

e

e
e

Older adults from Dorchester enjoyed 270 balanced
meals in the company of friends in the center’s dining
room.
They received 249 hot, nourishing meals delivered to
their homes by caring volunteers.
They benefited from one-on-one assistance in their
homes through 42.5 hours of adult in-home care.

ae 155

e

They received assistance with problems, crises or
issues of long-term care through 36 visits with a
trained outreach worker and ServiceLink staff.
e Dorchester’s citizens also volunteered to put their
talents and skills to work for a better community
through 291 hours of volunteer service.
The cost to provide Council services for Dorchester residents
in 2010 was $5,869.52.
Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who want
to remain in their own homes and out of institutional care in
spite of chronic health problems and increasing physical
frailty, saving tax dollars that would otherwise be expended
for nursing home care. They also contribute to a higher
quality of life for older friends and neighbors. As our
population grows older, supportive services such as these
offered by the council become even more critical.

Grafton County Senior Citizens Council very much
appreciates Dorchester’s support for our programs that
enhance the independence and dignity of older citizens and
enable them to meet the challenges of aging in the security
and comfort of their own communities and homes.
~

Roberta Berner, Executive Director

Mascoma Area Senior Center
(Canaan 523-4333)
Plymouth Regional Senior Center
(Plymouth 536-1204)
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VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION &
HOSPICE OF VT AND NH
Home Healthcare, Hospice and Maternal
Child Health Services in the Town of
Dorchester
The VNA & Hospice is a compassionate, non-profit
healthcare organization committed to providing the highest
quality home healthcare and hospice support services to
individuals and their families. Our agency provides shortterm care for those who need skilled services after hospital
discharge in addition to long term care for people who have
chronic medical problems. As the largest provider of hospice
services in the area, we provide 24/7 comprehensive and team
based hospice care, wherever our patients may be — at home,
in the hospital. assisted living facility, or nursing home. Our
hospice services also include pediatric hospice, community
bereavement and grief groups.
VNA & Hospice clients are of all ages and at all stages in life.
The one commonality is a desire to be cared for at home in
case of illness or injury. Just like the local rescue squad or
fire department, the VNA & Hospice provides a measure of
security, a safety net for the community. By keeping
residents out of emergency rooms and hospitals and reducing
the need for relocation to nursing homes, our care offers
significant savings in the town’s emergency services and
other medical expenses.
Services are provided to all in need regardless of ability to
pay. Last year, the VNA & Hospice made approximately
130,000 home visits resulting in over 4.8 million dollars in

unreimbursed charges for care to individuals. In Dorchester,
we made 312 homecare visits to residents. This is a 250%
increase in services provided.

We are grateful to the Town of Dorchester for partnering with
the VNA & Hospice to ensure that the town’s most vulnerable
citizens — the frail elderly and disabled, people with terminal
illness, those recovering a major surgery or illness, mothers
with high-risk pregnancies, children with high-tech medical
needs, and the uninsured and underinsured — have access to

skilled home health care and support.

Sincerely,

permed efeaghtn
Jeanne McLaughlin, President and CEO
VNA & Hospice of VT and NH
66 Benning Street, Suite 6
West Lebanon, NH
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The Bridge House
603-536-7631
Since 1989 The Bridge House Homeless Shelter has served
all those who contact us. This past year 7500 bed nights were
accounted for by 126 individuals and families, while an
additional 54 families and individuals received friendship and
support in the greater community.. We've seen that partnering
in the community is a critical step in strengthening
independence and averting homelessness.

Recent innovations are: A partnership with White Mountain
Animal Foster and Rescue; opening The Bridge House
Ladders; and a commitment to prioritize the homeless needs
of Grafton County and veterans.
The men at the Bridge House are caring for adoptable dogs on
site. Twenty-one dogs have moved on to permanent homes
since last April. It's been great for the dogs and greater for the
guys. We are the only shelter in NH (perhaps the entire
country) that has matched these two populations and the only
shelter we know of accepting people with animals. It has
become clear that often it's not people caring for animals... its
animals caring for people.

The Bridge House Ladders opened around Christmas. This is
a fun little gift shop in our converted garage that will provide
job training opportunities for Bridge House participants as
well as a resource for anyone who would like to support the
Bridge House while remembering a loved one with a gift.
This came about through the efforts of PSU's Marketing
Professor Terri Dautcher and her talented students. Volunteers
to assist in the shop would be very much appreciated. We
anticipate a thriving little business as the weather turns
warmer....hmm maybe around July!

This fall Alex Ray served corn and lobster chowder at the
Bridge House to twelve Grafton County welfare officers. A
tour was provided, an information exchange over lunch and a
commitment to prioritize local county needs. Since then the
Bridge House sends an e-mail to all forty-one municipalities
with our current bed availability every Monday.

We always find a way to serve veterans even if it means using
the futon couch as a bed, bringing in a roll away or
commandeering the staff bedroom. We are researching the
possibility of serving homeless vets on a different site that
will lend itself to a garden, a wood shop and the adopt-a-dog
foster care partnership.
We thank you for your interest and support...it 1s that support
which makes The Bridge House success stories possible.

Cathy Bentwood RN
The Bridge House
603.536.7631
www.tbhshelter.org
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VITAL STATISTICS
DORCHESTER, N.H.
DEATHS
Name

Date

Place

Parents

Jean Ray

03-22-10

Concord, NH

Frank Ouellet
Margaret Brown

Kria Cushing

04-26-10

Plymouth, NH

Adam Cushing
Emelia Smith

MARRIAGES
Date

Groom/Bride

Residence

02-20-10

George C. Conkey
Denice M..Ferguson

Dorchester,
NH
Dorchester, NH

06-26-10

Jean P. Downs

Emma A. Giesing

Dorchester,
Dorchester,

David P. Raab
Nadine A. Conkey

Dorchester,
NH
Dorchester, NH

12-01-10

NH
NH
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BIRTHS
Name
Bah

Parents

Summary of the Dorchester
2010 Town Meeting
March 13, 2010 Town Meeting opened at 10:00 A.M.

Moderator Henry L. Melanson opened the meeting and gave instructions
to the voters gathered. He then read Article | and the results of the 2010
Town Election

Article 1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot all necessary
Town officers for the ensuing year.
Results of the Town Elections held on March 10th, 2010:
Selectman for three (3) years —- Sherman Hallock - 75 Votes
Claudette Hebert — 58 write-in votes
Moderator for two (2) years — Joshua Trought — 86 Votes
David Morrill — 37 write-in votes
Treasurer for one (1) year - Brian Howe - 118 Votes

Town Clerk for one (1) year - Brenda Howe - 120 Votes
Tax Collector for one (1) year - Brenda Howe - 117 Votes

Trustee of the Trust Funds for three (3) years: Write-in votes
Bridie Fortier — | vote
Holly Conkey — | vote
Carol Towne — | vote
Darlene Oaks — 2 votes
Cookie Hebert — 2 votes
Brenda Howe — | vote
Ron Stokowski — | vote
Cindy Azotea — | vote
Lynda Hallock — 2 votes
Pat Franz — | vote
Rick Azotea — | vote
John Morrissey — 2 votes
Michelle Davis — 2 votes
David Conkey — | vote
Linda Landry — 2 votes
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Karen Yetman — | vote
Selectman Burdette advised that all of the persons receiving 2
votes had been contacted and all but Lynda Hallock had declined.
Lynda Hallock was declared Trustee of the Trust Funds
for three (3) years.
Trustee of the Trust Funds for two (2) years
Claudette “Cookie” Hebert — 3 votes — and many other
write-ins with 2 or less votes.

Auditors for one (1) year — vote for
Martha
Yvonne
Many other write-ins with

two:
Walker — 116 votes
Yetman — 16 votes
2 or less votes

Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years —
Elizabeth A. Trought — 114 votes
Cemetery Trustee for two (2) years —
Bethann Weick — 109 votes
Planning Board for three (3) years — vote for two:
Patricia Franz — 89 votes
William Trought — 96 Votes

Planning Board for one (1) year — vote for one
John Morrissey — 15 votes
Many other write-ins with 3 or less votes

Supervisor of Check List for six (6) years:
Karen M. Yetman — 116 votes
Michelle B. Davis — 114 votes

Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the
purpose of acquiring and developing land for a Town
Cemetery and to raise and appropriate the sum of one
thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to be placed in this fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen
Moderator read the article.

Seiya

Betty Trought made the motion to put it on the floor,
Seconded by Brian Howe
Open for discussion
Selectman John Franz explained how this appropriation

meshed with the Selectmen’s level funded budget and the
need to start saving for this purpose.
Betty Trought, Cemetery Trustee spoke on the need for a new
cemetery in the future and the fact that land donations had not
materialized and this would provide a basis for putting money
aside for a future purchase as well as a place for donated
funds.
Moderator moved the question
Moderator read the article
Article 2 — PASSED as read
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) for
the purpose of removing those trees which could potentially
damage the Town Hall and the Museum and to fund this
appropriation by authorizing the withdrawal of two thousand
dollars ($2,000.00) from the Building Maintenance Capital
Reserve Fund created in 1984.
Recommended by the Selectmen

Article 3 read by the Moderator
Selectman Franz made the motion to put it on the floor,
Seconded by Selectman Burdette
Discussion:
Ron Charrette asked if the proceeds from the sale of the
lumber would go back into the Capital Reserve Fund.
Selectman Burdette explained the need for the tree removal.
Ron Charrette asked to amend the article by adding “said sum
($2,000.00) to be re-deposited to the Building Maintenance
Capital Reserve Fund upon removal and sale of trees from
Town Property.”
Pat Franz asked if trees have been marked
Selectman Burdette explained the planned time table

Bye

Back to the amendment, Ron Charrette presented the written

amendment and Linda Landry seconded it.
Moderator reed Article 3 as amended:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) for the purpose of
removing those trees which could potentially damage the
Town Hall and the Museum and to fund this
appropriation by authorizing the withdrawal of two
thousand dollars ($2,000.00) from the Building
Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund created in 1984; said
sum ($2,000.00) to be re-deposited to the Building
Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund upon removal and
sale of trees from Town property.
Article 3 - PASSED as AMENDED
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) to
add to the Capital Reserve Fund for Property Revaluation.
Recommended by the Selectmen

Article 4 read by the Moderator
Selectman Conkey made the motion to put it on the floor, ©
Seconded by Selectman Franz
Selectman Franz addressed the article
Bill Trought asked when and how much a “reval” would cost
in the future.
Selectman Franz explained the cost would vary depending on
the type of “reval” authorized by the New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration in 2014. Our system
of thorough annual pickups based upon detailed building
permits and inventory records allowed the Town to utilize a
statistical update in 2009 at significantly less cost than a full
'revale
Michael Landry asked where the money came from to do the
Statistical “reval: that was recently done.
Selectman Franz explained and deferred to the Treasurer
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Treasurer Brian Howe explained that it did not come from any
single line item in the 2009 budget but was paid from
unexpended funds in several areas and that the same was the
case with other under budgeted items. However, the total
expenditures remained less than the total appropriations
budgeted and approved by last year’s Town Meeting.
Michael Landry questioned why this was not planned for.
Selectman Franz explained
Linda Landry spoke on the high cost of “revals” and how
fortunate the Town was to have been able to contract with
John McSorley for a fraction of the costs quoted by other
appraisal firms.
Selectman Burdette also explained the need to plan ahead.
Betty Trought spoke and then moved the question, Seconded

by Selectman Franz
Article read
Article 4 — PASSED as read

Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property, other than
money, which may be offered to the Town of Dorchester for
any public purpose, and such authorization shall remain in
effect until rescinded by the voters of the Town at an annual
Town Meeting.
Article 5 read by the Moderator
Selectman Franz made the motion to put it on the floor,
Seconded by Selectman Burdette
Selectman Burdette explained the need for the article
Ron Charrette asked if donations would be accepted at
Selectmen’s meetings and recorded in the minutes.
Bill Trought asked if the Selectmen had to accept gifts.
Sandra Green asked to have the meaning of the article
clarified.
Selectman Burdette explained
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Treasurer Howe stated that it was his belief that New
Hampshire law requires that gifts and donations be accepted
at a public meeting.
Betty Trought talked about the need to put a monetary value
on labor donated by volunteers.
Ron Charrette asked to amend the article to add “any such
donations to be documented in the minutes of the Selectmen's
next regular meeting” — Seconded by Bill Trought
Moderator read the Article 5 as amended:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property, other than
money, which may be offered to the Town of Dorchester
for any public purpose, and such authorization shall
remain in effect until rescinded by the voters of the Town
at an annual Town Meeting and any such donation to be
documented in the minutes of the Selectmen’s next regular
meeting.
Article 5 -— PASSED as AMENDED
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the
purpose of the Town’s matching share of grant money
received for town projects and to raise and appropriate the
sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) to be placed in this
fund; this appropriation shall be funded by authorizing the
transfer of that sum from the fund balance (surplus) and no
amount to be raised from taxation, and to appoint the
selectmen as agents to expend from this fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen

Article 6 read by the Moderator
Selectman Burdette made the motion to put it on the floor,

Seconded by Selectman Franz.
Open for discussion
Selectman Franz explained that the money is to come from
surplus
Ron Charrette asked for an explanation of the extra money.
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Treasurer Howe explained Fund Balance, recommended
retention, and the need to have matching funds available
should a grant be awarded due to the relative difficulty of
having a Special Town Meeting to appropriate funds and
having the required ' of all registered voters participate.
John Hession asked if this would cover all the grants applied
for.
Selectman Burdette explained
Ron Charrette asked if this would raise taxes next year.
Treasurer Howe explained that even if we were required by
some emergency to spend the retained Fund Balance, it would
be unlikely that we would need to raise taxes to immediately
replace it. Over the past few years the Town has managed to
increase its Fund Balance from a significant deficit to more
that $105,000.00 without raising any money from taxation for
that specific purpose.
Selectman Burdette talked about some of the grants for which
the Selectmen have submitted applications. He explained
there were no guarantees that any would be awarded or that
they would be awarded immediately; but there was a
possibility that one or more might be, and the Town needed to
be prepared to act.
Bill Trought asked if the plan was to keep as much of the

$50,000.00 as possible.
Selectman Burdette explained that the plan was to offset as
much of the Town’s share of any grant with what is termed
“in-kind” services and to retain as much of the Capital
Reserve Fund as possible.
Bill Trought asked if the article could be amended to require
that any funds expended from the Capital Reserve be
replaced.
Treasurer Howe explained that money could be moved into
the Capital Reserve by future Town Meetings but he did not
believe there was an acceptable method of implementing what
would essentially be a “floating” appropriation.
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Darlene Oaks asked about the procedure for expending money
from the fund
Linda Landry explained that the article names the Selectmen
as agents.

Selectman Burdette, Selectman Franz, Treasurer Howe and

Linda Landry addressed other questions and concerns.
Betty Trought made a motion to move the question, Seconded

by Bill Trought
Article read
Article 6 —- PASSED as read
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to accept and
implement the recommendations of the Pay and Classification
Study conducted by the Local Government Center and
prepared for the Benefits/Compensation Committee
established at the 2008 Town Meeting.

Article 7 read by the Moderator
Selectman Franz made a motion to put it on the floor,
Seconded by Linda Landry
Open for discussion
Linda Landry, as a member of the Benefits Committee

explained the recommendations.
Betty Trought stated that she felt the Selectmen should come
back next year with an article that contained the details of
how they intend to implement the article; salary amounts,
benefits, etc. She then made a motion to PASS OVER the

article, Seconded by Robert Brown.
The Moderator read the motion and called for a vote. The
voice vote being indeterminate, he called for a show of hands.
Hand Vote
26 yes
13 no
3 abstained
Article 7 PASSED OVER
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Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 1981
approval it gave for the establishment of the town Historic
District Commission (Article 24, 1981 Annual Town
Meeting) by:
1)
2)

3)

Deleting that article’s limit on commission members serving
more than two successive terms;
Changing the method of member appointment from “at town
meeting” to being appointed by the Board of Selectmen; and
Providing for up to five alternative members ofthe
commission, to be appointed by the Board of Selectmen.

Article 8 was read by the Moderator
Selectman Franz made the motion to put it on the floor,
Seconded by Michael Landry
Open for discussion
John Franz explained the history and the fact that at the time
of passage, term limits were part of the R.SA, but in late 1981
the Legislature amended the law, removing term limits. This
article seeks to update our article to be more in tune with the
current RSA
Bill Trought questioned the problem with term limits.
Treasurer Howe explained that it 1s extremely hard to find
people to serve in public office and on Boards and
Commissions; therefore, it has evolved over the past 28 years
through the terms of 18 different Selectmen, without any
deliberate violation of the Town’s intent, that members of all

Boards have been allowed to continue to serve as long as they
were willing to do so and there were no other persons
requesting appointment. To make the point he asked the
Moderator’s indulgence in requesting a show of hands of all
those who, prior to the airing of this issue, had formally
requested appointment to the Historic District Commission
and been denied. There were no hands raised.
Michael Landry said there are no other town Boards or offices
constrained by term limits. This was just housekeeping.
Diana Burdette encouraged more participation
Betty Trought proposed an amendment to section 2 and 3,
seconded by John Hession
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Amendment read: To see if the Town will vote to amend the
1981 approval it gave for the establishment of the Historic
District Commission (Article 24, 1981 Annual Town
Meeting) by:
1) Deleting that article’s limit on Commission members
serving more than two successive terms;
2) Changing the method of member appointment to
election in staggered three year terms.
3) Providing for up to two alternative members of the
Commission, to be appointed by the Board of
Selectmen.
Amendment PASSED by a voice vote
Bill Trought asked about the current member structure
Treasurer Howe made a motion to amend the article as
amended by adding to section 2) as amended “and to allow
the Selectmen to appoint five interim members to serve until
the next general election.”
Betty Trought Seconded the Motion
PASSED as AMENDED
Selectman Burdette stated that appointments would be made
at the next Selectmen’s meeting
Bill Trought asked why all the members were listed in the
Town Report as “Alternates”
Selectman Burdette replied
Bill Trought, Darlene Oaks, Pat Franz, David Yetman and
Joshua Trought asked more questions
Selectman Franz and Selectman Burdette answered their
questions.
Treasurer Howe made a motion to move the question,
Seconded by Betty Trought.
Article 8 as Amended
To see if the Town will vote to amend the 1981 approval it
gave for the establishment of the town Historic District
Commission (Article 24, 1981 Annual Town Meeting) by:
1) Deleting that article’s limit on Commission
members serving more than two successive terms;
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2) Changing the method of member appointment
from “at town meeting” to being elected to
staggered three year terms; and to allow the
Selectmen to appoint five interim members to serve
until the next general election; and
3) Providing for up to two alternative members of the
Commission, to be appointed by the Board of
Selectmen.
Article 8 PASSED as AMENDED

Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of four hundred thirty thousand, twenty
eight dollars and 80 cents ($430,028.80), to defray Town
charges.
Selectman Burdette made the motion to put it on the floor,
seconded by Selectman Franz.
Open for discussion
Betty Trought commended the budget hearing. She stressed
the need for a better method of noticing meetings.
Selectman Franz explained that notices and minutes now
appear on the Town’s website at www.townofdorchester.net
and asked how many people in attendance have computers.
A majority raised their hands.
Michael Howe made a motion to move the question, seconded
by Treasurer Howe
Article read
Article 9 PASSED as read
Article 10. To act upon any other business that may legally

come before said meeting
Andrew Houghton thanked the Benefits Committee for their
time and efforts.
Josh Trought thanked people for electing him as the new
Moderator. He asked the Selectmen about the Town’s trash
compactor and transfer station plans and requested that he, as
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the Town’s representative to the Pemi-Baker Solid waste
District, be included in future discussions so that he could
apprise the Board of district programs that might benefit the
Town.
Selectman Burdette suggested a feasibility committee
Bill Trought commented
Ron Charrette suggested the Town seek information from the
Solid Waste Board
Selectman Burdette withdrew his suggestion
Pat Franz thanked Linda Landry, Darlene Oaks, and Cookie

Hebert for providing and setting up the refreshments.
Virginia Penniman stressed the need for more volunteers
Selectman Franz presented plaques to Michael Howe (in
absentia), Karen Limoges, and David Conkey, recognizing
their years of service to the Town.
Betty Trought made the motion to adjourn, Seconded by
Selectman Franz
Meeting adjourned at 12.24 P.M.

Submitted by Brenda Howe,
Town Clerk of Dorchester, NH
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IN ANY EMERGENCY,
PLEASE CALL
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State Police ~

1-800-52-5555

Grafton County Sheriff's Dept. 1-800-552-0393
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